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Larraz wrong twice... in one week
By Alexandra Cohen
Las Vegas Tribune
The first words that came out of
judicial candidate Joe Hardy Jr.
when he walked into the
radiotribune.com studio last week
were spoken to tell the show’s producer and founder of the Las Vegas
Tribune, Rolando Larraz, that his
front page article last week about
District Court Judge Adriana
Escobar was “not all correct” because she was elected in November 2012 after being appointed by
Governor Brian Sandoval in August
of that year.
Later on during a telephone conversation from California with
Larraz, he shared part of an email
sent to him by District Court Judge
Carolyn Ellsworth with the same
correction about Judge Escobar.
Larraz told the Las Vegas Tribune that he checked the Eighth
Judicial District Court’s website
and also Googled Judge Escobar;
he found no race in 2012 with Judge
Escobar as a candidate, only the
appointment by Governor Sandoval
in that year.
“After Judge Don Mosley announced his retirement, I got a telephone call from Adriana Escobar

My Point
of View
By Rolando Larraz

On Monday I attended a hearing in Federal Court where a defendant was in front of the Honorable
Jim Mahan for parole violation and
other new charges that he had collected while on parole.
Perhaps I am the exception to the
rule because of my age, but — although in federal court it is hard to
hear what is going on because the
sound system is kind of either too
low or too loud — some of what
the defendant was saying made perfect sense to me.
From what I gathered, the defendant met someone while at the halfway house and started a relationship that was prohibited by the rules
of the house and by the parole rules.
“We sat there conversing with
other people all day long and sometimes we can’t help but to grow
feelings for others of those with the
same rules,” the defendant told
Judge Mahan.
After hearing the defendant’s
arguments and after leaving the federal courthouse, I checked with a
few people about what I just heard
a federal inmate telling Judge
Mahan.
Some of the people I questioned
about the living arrangements in the
halfway house were not aware that
these facilities where male and female living under the same roof
where just one wall separated them
at night, but the rest of the day they
could eat, talk, smoke and do whatever together among themselves.
Perhaps what that federal inmate
was doing in the telling of his situation to Judge Mahan was reaching out with a cry for help; he might
believe that he met someone in the
halfway house and because he was
not able to communicate with her
he was depressed and chose to commit another crime.
The man’s parole officer was in
court and when the judge asked if
she wanted to transfer the defendant
to another parole officer, she responded that she did not believe that
was necessary and that she is sure
that she can handle him with no
problem, giving the impression that
she knew the situation of that inmate, and even if she can relate to
the situation she believes he can be
successful with the new sentence
that the judge just imposed on him.
From the little I could hear, it
seemed like that man, after getting
(See My Point of View, Page 2)

District Court Judge
Adriana Escobar
asking me if I would recommend
her to the Governor for the position
vacated by Mosley, and we were
supposed to schedule a lunch ap-

pointment but I never heard from
her anymore and that is how I remember that she was appointed to
the bench,” Larraz stated.
Larraz offered to send only part
of Judge Ellsworth’s email connected to the mistake in his column
(because the rest had no connection
to it, and he did not have the authorization from Judge Ellsworth to divulge the entire email), which read
as follows: “I wanted to bring to
your attention what must have been
inadvertent errors in the story concerning Judge Escobar. Judge
Escobar was elected to retain her
seat to which she was appointed by
the governor. You will recall that
Michael Davidson ran against her
in the 2012 election, and Judge
Escobar won in a close race.”
Judge Escobar became an attorney in 1991, passed the California

Bar in 1992 and the Nevada Bar
1993. Larraz regrets the error and
hopes that this article clears up the
unintentional error.
“After Adriana was appointed to
the Bench, I called to congratulate
her, since I knew her and her mother
ever since she was a young lady,
during my tenure with La Verdad
Spanish newspaper. Later on, her
daughter did a radio show on then
YBS Radio (now radiotribune), but
she did not even once return my
phone calls. It was not my intention or the intention of this newspaper to mislead the voters in Clark
County; I guess I am getting old and
forgetting things, but I have always
been able to face the music and take
responsibility for all my actions,”
Larraz said.
In her email to Larraz, Judge
Ellsworth wrote, “Again, knowing

that you would want to be made
aware of these errors, I thought I
would send you this note,” which
Larraz appreciated very much.
Then, regarding the issue of Attorney Stephen Stubbs, who
claimed that Larraz’s story about
his getting a radio show on
radiotribune was wrong because he
never made concrete the negotiations for a radio show because from
the beginning, he told Fran Deane
that he was not sure if he could
commit to one hour a day and later
an associate of his told him that he
did not see it as economically feasible to do a radio show at this time.
Larraz was told by Deane that
Stubbs wanted the radio show and
he immediately started rescheduling some programs to accommodate Stubbs, but Stubbs told Larraz
(See Larraz, Page 4)

Will House pass ‘skinnied down’ bill
to tackle child immigration crisis?
Texas Sen. John Cronyn expects the House of Representatives to pass a ‘skinnied down’ emergency
funding bill this week to help solve the influx of child immigrants from Central America.
By David Clark Scott
Christian Science Monitor
If Congress is going to address
the child immigration crisis on the
U.S.-Mexico border before its fiveweek summer recess, this would be
the last week to act.
On Sunday, Texas Democratic
Congressman Henry Cuellar and
Texas Sen. John Cornyn were both
on ABC’s “This Week,” pitching
their solution to the child migrant
crisis.
Senator Cronyn said he expects
the House of Representatives to
offer a “skinnied-down” emergency
funding bill in response to President
Obama’s $3.7 billion request to
tackle the U.S.-Mexico border crisis. The House bill is expected to
be less than $1 billion.
“Fortunately, it sounds like the
House of Representatives is going
to move a piece of legislation this
week, which would actually offer a
solution. And it will include something along the lines Henry and I
have proposed,” said Cornyn.
Cornyn and Rep. Cuellar have
proposed changes to the Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act of 2008 to speed up the

A group of immigrants from Honduras and El Salvador who crossed the U.S.-Mexico border illegally are
stopped in Granjeno, Texas in June 2014.
deportation process of minors.
When minors come from Canada or
Mexico, U.S. border patrol agents
are allowed to interview and to determine whether they can stay in the

U.S. The whole process, including
deportation, goes quickly because
those children can be handed over
directly and safely to officials from
their home countries.

But most of the influx of tens of
thousands of child immigrants in
recent months are from Central
America, and under the 2008 law,
(See Child Immigration, Page 5)

Hearing Master Thomas G. Kurtz
after she complied with their requests can be used against her for
not meeting the 30-day requirement
in NRS 127.110(2).
Lumpkin appeared before Hearing Master Thomas G. Kurtz on
August 13, 2013. Court minutes
show that Kurtz was concerned that
Lumpkin was not given the option
of placement of the minor grand-

children.
Lumpkin recalls Kurtz stating
that he was unhappy with the way
Family Services handled this case
because they may have violated her
civil rights. She also recalls Kurtz
asking Family Services why she
does not qualify to adopt the grandchildren. DFS replied that they did
not have a full answer as of yet and
that they’re still investigating.
Lumpkin was shocked to hear
that Kurtz did not require DFS to
have a specific reason for denying
her request to adopt her grandchildren.
CASA (Court Appointed Special
Advocate) appeared to advocate on
Lumpkin’s behalf and questioned
(See Lumpkin, Page 4)

Grandmother files appeal of vague statute on
adoption law to the Nevada Supreme Court
By Rolando Larraz
Las Vegas Tribune
A grandmother who petitioned
the court twice to adopt her three
grandchildren appealed her loss in
Anita Lumpkin v. Clark County
Department of Family Services on
May 15, 2014.
Her lawyer, Cuthbert E.A.
Mack, who filed the appeal, is at
odds with the adoption statute’s
application.
Lumpkin’s appeal questions
Nevada
Revised
Statute
127.110(2), whether the 30-day requirement must be 30 days just
prior to filing the petition; and also,
nothing suggests that the state
policy would require the 30 days to
be connected to the filing date of

Judge Robert Teuton
the petition.
Mack wants the Supreme Court
Justices to address two issues:
Whether a break in residency,
after Lumpkin met the 30-day requirement for NRS 127.110(2), deprives her from applying for adoption; and whether Department of
Family Services’ action of not returning the children to Lumpkin

FROM THE DESK OF GORDON MARTINES

Let it be known: No good deed ever goes unpunished
By Gordon Martines
These words should be immortalized on the walls throughout the
police department. It matters not
whatever the original direction, application and intention of any critical incident police operation, there
is always going to be a downside
and a fly in the ointment.

Just recently, I discovered a crucial piece of very disturbing evidence, maliciously stuffed into my
returned personal belongings, by
the LVMPD, from a 2010 criminal
case, which I was previously investigating.
To summarize the case, in 2010
a schoolteacher victim was exiting

a coffee shop and was about to enter his vehicle when he was attacked and beaten by an unknown
suspect, and had his laptop stolen.
The schoolteacher victim reported
the robbery crime and I was assigned the case.
Through investigation, the
laptop was eventually tracked down

through GPS and recovered, and a
video clip and photo captions inside
the laptop, belonging to the schoolteacher/victim, was later also extracted from the laptop. This video
clip extraction contained graphic
video evidence of the schoolteacher/victim sexually molesting a
(See From the Desk, Page 4)
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The failures of Obama’s leadership
Some of the charges that President Obama is ‘mailing in’ his second term are silly. But he can
give the impression of being disengaged, and he has no one to blame for that but himself.
By Doug Mataconis
Christian Science Monitor
With the news filled with headlines of international chaos in
Ukraine, Gaza, Iraq, Libya, and
Syria — just to name five world hot
spots — and domestic politics being riled by everything from immigration and a border crisis to ongoing budget disputes, President
Obama is once again coming under criticism for seeming to ignore
what’s going on around him. Much
of this criticism, to be fair, is partisan in nature and not all that differ-
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Quote of the Week:

“There are two kinds of
light — the glow that
illuminates, and the glare —
that obscures.”
—James Thurber

Please Note:

Although the Las Vegas Tribune
is open to all and sundry opinions about what we publish, we
wish to inform all those who
choose to submit their opinions
in writing to refrain from threatening anyone about whom an article is written or the writer of
the article. In other words, any
opinions containing threats will
not be published. We thank you
for adhering to this policy.

ent from what we’ve heard from
Republicans for the past five years.
At the same time, though, the
president is finding himself coming under criticism by lawmakers
on both sides of the aisle for seemingly standing back and not doing
anything to prod Congress into
acting on the border crisis beyond
giving speeches and polls continue
to show that the public has lost
confidence in the president’s leadership, something that we have
seen for several months now.
Peggy Noonan echoed that
theme in a July 4 column at The
Wall Street Journal:
Barack Obama doesn’t seem to
care about his unpopularity, or the
decisions he’s made that have not
turned out well. He doesn’t seem
concerned. A guess at the reason:
He thinks he is right about his essential policies. He is steering the
world toward not relying on
America. He is steering America
toward greater dependence on and
allegiance to government. He is
creating a more federally controlled, Washington-centric nation
that is run and organized by
progressives. He thinks he’s done
his work, set America on a leftward

President Obama walks with senior adviser Valerie Jarrett as he leaves
a fundraising event in Los Altos Hills, Calif., on July 23.
course, and though his poll numbers Thus in time history will have the
are down now, history will look back wisdom to look back and see him
on him and see him as heroic, real- for what he really was: the great one
istic, using his phone and pen each who took every sling and arrow,
day in spite of unprecedented resis- who endured rising unpopularity,
tance. He is Lincoln, scorned in his the first black president and the only
time but loved by history.
one made to suffer like this.
He thinks he is in line with the
That’s what he’s doing by runarc of history, that America, for all ning out the clock: He’s waiting for
its stops and starts, for all the recent history to get its act together and
Supreme Court rulings, has em- see his true size.
barked in the long term on governHe’s like someone who’s conmental and cultural progressivism. stantly running the movie “Lin-

coln” in his head. It made a great
impression on him, that movie. He
told Time magazine, and Mr.
Remnick, how much it struck him.
President Lincoln of course had
been badly abused in his time. Now
his greatness is universally acknowledged. But if Mr. Obama read
more of Lincoln, he might notice
Lincoln’s modesty, his plain ways,
his willingness every day to work
and negotiate with all who opposed
him, from radical abolitionists who
thought him too slow to supporters
of a negotiated peace who thought
him too martial. Lincoln showed
respect for others. Those who loved
him and worked for him thought he
showed too much. He was witty and
comical but not frivolous and never
shallow. He didn’t say, “So sue me.”
He never gave up trying to reach
agreement and resolution.
This weekend at The Telegraph,
Matt K. Lewis raises a very similar
argument, wondering if perhaps the
president hasn’t basically checked
out:
Candidates for president who
brazenly assume they are the inevitable victor are sometimes accused
of “measuring the drapes” for the
(See Obama, Page 6)

(Continued from Page 1)
out of prison, was doing well; he
had a job, he was living at his
mother’s home and was paying all
his financial obligations without
anyone forcing him to do it.
Maybe he is a weak person and
did not know how to handle the
separation from the woman he met
at the halfway house and succumbed to the old days of drinking and other things that as a parolee he should not be doing.
Maybe he was under the same
impression that many people on
the street and those who have spent
time behind bars hold: that they are
smarter than law enforcement and
believe that they know far more
than those in charge of their custody and their life.
Maybe they don’t want to realize that law enforcement is about
more than just one person committing a crime. While the criminal is
sleeping, there is one law enforcement watching out; when he is having lunch, there is another law enforcement watching out; when he
is taking a shower, there is one
more law enforcement watching
out, and so on and so on.
The majority of the time people
get caught committing a crime it’s
because they actually believe they
are superior in intelligence and the
law will never catch up with what
they are doing.
People get caught because there
are more cops than criminals;
people get caught because there are
other criminals that snitch and tell
the cops what happens on the
streets. And some criminals are
downright stupid.
Cops alone cannot solve the
crimes; coffee and donuts don’t
give them the brains to solve all
the crimes, and they need the
snitches more than they need their

wives or girlfriends—that is why the
divorce rate is so high among law
enforcement officers.
Most halfway houses are private
entities and they are there for the
money, like any other business; but
maybe when the government is going to approve a prisoner’s franchise
they should include the clause that
they need to have seperate facilities
to avoid any bad influence or impropriety.
It is incredible how stingy the
government can be for some things
and how careless it is with other
things. Haven’t we all heard about
the $900 hammer?
The man walks into a hardware
store to buy a hammer and the sales
person quotes him nine dollars and
80 cents. The man jumps up saying,
“NINE dollars? Are you crazy? This
hammer is for the White House!”
The store clerk responds, “Oh, for
the White House? I meant to say
nine HUNDRED dollars and 80
cents.” The man signs the ticket and
leaves the store with the nine-dollar-and-80-cent hammer.
It may sound funny, but that is
the reality of life and that is why the
economy is so bad and why people
are suffering more now than ever,
because all the prices are made
higher that what they actually are.
Three days after my mother died,
the hospital “gave” her three aspirins for thirty-eight dollars. When
we called and questioned the bill, the
woman on the telephone said, “What
do you care? The insurance is paying for it.” When we told the hospital that we were not questioning the
price of the aspirins, but the fact that
our mother died three days before
they gave her the aspirins, the
woman went, “Oh!”
The people in these halfway
houses are not there for free; they
either pay something or they pay a

percent of what they get paid working somewhere else. The least those
people can do to avoid conflict is
to not place a T-bone steak in front
of a person there that has not eaten
in three days.
Just because a woman has committed a crime doesn’t mean that
she has lost respect for herself or
lost all integrity and must now be
nothing more than a little rabbit
among lions... and every time they
all get out of the living area into the
common area that it’s okay for all
the guys to look at them like they
have never seen a woman before.
The male guards must be working for less money just to have that
job because they get to do the countdown at night when the women are
sleeping or getting ready to sleep,
and they have cameras that allow
them (the male guards) to see everything in the women’s dormitory,
even when they are taking a shower,

so I’ve been told by former guests
of these halfway houses.
Perhaps the higher-ups in the
government should revise the contract with these franchises to make
sure that these places are not co-ed
to avoid any relationships among
the temporary guests of these places
where connections among them are
not allowed, yet the administration
encourages them nonetheless by
making them co-ed to have more
profit, even at the risk of these
former inmates breaking their own
rules of no fraternization allowed.
My name is Rolando Larraz, and
as always, I approved this column.
*****
Rolando Larraz is Editor in
Chief of the Las Vegas Tribune. His
column appears weekly in this
newspaper. To contact Rolando
Larraz,
email
him
at:
Rlarraz@lasvegastribune.com or
at (702) 699-8111.

My Point of View
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The Rape Crisis Center asks Las Vegans
to raise a glass to help raise funds
show the on-the-ground results of
this nonprofit. This award is a form
of recognition by the community.
*****

A night out benefiting The Rape
Crisis Center Thursday, Aug. 21,
2014; 6:00 p.m. — 9:00 p.m. at the
Lavo Lounge at the Palazzo, 3325
S. Las Vegas Blvd. In 2013, The
Rape Crisis Center met and assisted
573 victims of sexual assault,
handled more than 3,000 calls to the
hotline, and educated over 11,000
Clark County school children on
how to prevent assault, what to look
for and how to stay safe. These are
only some of the critical services
that are funded through generous
donations that allow the Rape Crisis to serve the entire Las Vegas
valley.
“Unfortunately, sexual assault is
a year-round, any-hour-of-the-day
issue, and the 24/7 need for services
does not ever go away,” said
Daniele Dreitzer, executive director of The Rape Crisis Center.
The Rape Crisis Center is calling on the community to show its
support, buy a ticket and “party with
a purpose” to help sustain this important organization and the services it delivers. Tickets are $20,
includes drinks, appetizers, and entertainment, available at rcclv.org or
at the door.
Everyone 21 and over is invited!
In 2013, RCC delivered the following services:
—573 victims of sexual assault
were met and assisted at the hospital by RCC crisis advocates
—3,000 calls to the 24-hour
hotline were handled by RCC staff
and volunteers
—Over 11,000 CCSD students
were educated about assault, how
to prevent it, what to look for, how
to stay safe
—Over 1,400 victims and families were assisted through support
groups
—292 primary and secondary
victims were assisted and accompanied through court proceedings
—Outreach and awareness
reached more than 16,000 members
our community
—3,000-plus calls to the 24-hour
hotline were handled by RCC staff
and volunteers
About The Rape Crisis Center:
The Rape Crisis Center (RCC)
is a non-profit organization founded
in 1974 by Florence McClure and
Sandra Petta as the Community
Action Against Rape (CAAR) with
the goal of helping those in Clark
County heal from the trauma of
sexual violence. Today, The Rape
Crisis Center operates a 24/7 cri-

sis hotline and hospital response for
sexual assault victims and provides
counseling, advocacy and support
to help victims begin the healing
process and navigate the legal system. The RCC is also committed to
the prevention of sexual assault
through educational programs and
community outreach. The Rape Crisis Center hotline number is 702366-1640. For more information,
visit www.rcclv.org.
*****

Michael Green at Winchester
Wednesday, August 20
If you watched “Who Killed
Jimmy Hoffa?” on PBS’ “History
Detectives” this week, you heard a
long segment by Las Vegas historian Michael Green. Michael, who
holds a Ph.D. in history from Columbia University, spent years as a
Professor at the Henderson campus
of CSN and has now been hired as
Associate Professor in UNLV’s
Department of History. He has written three books about Abraham Lincoln and another three on Nevada
subjects. He is currently editing and
writing several other books. He is
a member of the board of directors
and researcher for the National
Museum of Organized Crime and
Law Enforcement, better known as
the Mob Museum.
Michael will deliver a free talk
at Winchester Cultural Center
Wednesday, August 20 at 11 a.m.,
addressing one of the many misapprehensions about the history of Las
Vegas: Many people believe the
large gambling resorts on the “Las
Vegas” Strip (the entire Strip is outside Las Vegas) were established by
the Italian-American Mafia.
Michael will tell us about the people
who really created the Strip and
how they did it.
Don’t miss this rich slice of our
own history!
*****

Hire Our Heroes honored as
2014 top-rated nonprofit
Hire Our Heroes (HOH) announced that it has been honored
with a prestigious 2014 top-Rated
Award by GreatNonprofits, the
leading provider of user reviews
about nonprofit organizations.
“We are excited to be named a
Top-Rated 2014 Nonprofit,” says
Dan Caporale, Executive Director,
Hire Our Heroes (HOH). We are
proud of our accomplishments this
year, including the fact that we have
flown over 30+ veterans across the
country for free to their next job
interview. The Top-Rated Nonprofit
award was based on the large number of positive reviews that Hire
Our Heroes received — reviews
written by volunteers, donors and
clients. People posted their personal
experience with the nonprofit.
While the Top-Rated Awards run
through the end of October, Hire
Our Heroes (HOH) was part of the
inaugural group to qualify for the
year. In addition, we’ll been added
to
GreatNonprofits
#GivingTuesday Guide — an interactive guide to top nonprofits
throughout the years. Look for this
near the holidays.
“Savvy donors want to see the
impact of their donations more than
ever,” said Perla Ni, CEO of
GreatNonprofits, “People with direct experience with HOH have
voted that the organization is making a real difference.”
Being on the Top-Rated list
gives donors and volunteers more
confidence that this is a credible
organization. The reviews by volunteers, clients and other donors

Nevada’s Turning 150!
Nevada’s Sesquicentennial, the
150th anniversary of Nevada’s admission to the Union, commenced
on Nevada Day 2013 and will provide ongoing opportunities
throughout 2014. Numerous events
are planned throughout the entire
year which will celebrate Nevada’s
diverse history and promote pride
in the shared heritage of both native and non-native Nevadans.
Plans for the yearlong celebration, which will culminate with an
expanded Nevada Day celebration
in October 2014, include official
community based and signature
Nevada 150 events, guaranteed to
instill pride and inspire all Nevadans to participate in the Sesquicentennial celebration. These events
and projects will be strategically
designed to connect all communities throughout Nevada by tapping
into the common pride in our shared
heritage possessed by all who live
or have lived in Nevada.
For more information, visit the
Nevada Sesquicentennial website at
http://www.nevada150.org/eventscalendar/
*****
Nickel Beer Night
Downtown Vegas’ weekly party
gets the party started every Tuesday with beers for a nickel (served
two at a time). DJ and band schedule changes weekly. $5 to $10 cover
charge for back patio only.
Event is ongoing: Indefinitely,
Tuesdays at 9 p.m.
Where: The Beauty Bar, 517
Fremont St., Building A, Las Vegas
Cost: Free - $10
Age limit: 21+
*****

Rock Shot Bingo
While blue-hairs normally
dominate the bingo parlor, GVR is
hoping to attract the club crowd
with a party-hearty installment of
the classic game of chance.
Winners score free shots, local
rocker Franky Perez plays an intermission set and a DJ joins the announcer in the bingo booth.
Basically, this ain’t grandma’s
bingo, so leave those daubers at
home.
July 29, 8:30 p.m., $25 at the
Green Valley Ranch, 2300 Paseo
Verde Parkway, Henderson
*****
Las Vegas Film Festival
In its seventh year, the festival
is moving Downtown, with what
looks to be a more varied lineup of
movies.
Wednesday’s opening day features a documentary about bronies
and short films from UNLV students, plus the requisite parties. July
30-August 3, times vary, $10 per
screening, passes $140, Inspire
Theater & Scullery, lvff.com.
When: Wednesday, July 30,
time TBA
Where: Inspire Theatre, 501
Fremont St., Las Vegas
*****
Jazz Conversations
Big Band Series
The Jazz Conversations Big
Band Series has moved from EString to the Viva Las Vegas Events
Center. Enjoy jazz every Saturday
at its new location.
Event is ongoing: Indefinitely,
Saturdays from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Where: Viva Las Vegas Event
Center, 1201 Las Vegas Boulevard
South, Las Vegas
*****
Gardens Guided Walk
Join the experts at Springs Preserve for a free, guided walk
through beautiful botanical gardens. Tours take place at 11 a.m., 1
p.m. and 3 p.m.
Event is ongoing: Indefinitely
—Sundays from 11 a.m. to 12 p.m.
—Sundays from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m.
—Sundays from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m.
—Saturdays from 11 a.m. to noon
—Saturdays from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m.
—Saturdays from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Where: Springs Preserve, 333
S. Valley View Blvd., Las Vegas
Cost: Free
*****
City Beat is a compilation of
news and views of our editorial and
writing team, along with reader
submissions and topics. Readers
are invited to suggest a local topic
or any other items of interest.
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Lumpkin

(Continued from Page 1)
DFS as to that point: if Lumpkin
qualified two years ago for licensed
foster care, why doesn’t she now
qualify for placement to adopt the
children?
At the end of the hearing, Kurtz
recommended that the children remain in foster care.
“I don’t even know if it is possible for a judge to deny a petition
for adoption after I completed the
requirements and petitioned the
court a second time; and if that’s
true, then my petition should have
been granted on August 13, 2013.
It is hard to fathom a reason for a
court to decline me a second time,”
said Lumpkin.
Lumpkin believes she could
have filed a petition for adoption
any time she wanted to. There’s

Larraz

Anita Lumpkin
certainly no restriction in the interpretation of the Nevada adoption
statute. The requirement that she
follow certain steps, which is the
subject of the case, is long over,

(Continued from Page 1)
in an email “I never aspired to do ANY radio show. Fran aggressively
recruited me and I told her many times that I didn’t have the time, but she
persisted. Then, Fran begged me to have a meeting and meet you, thinking that the meeting might convince me to do a radio show. I agreed to
meet you.”
Later that weekend, Deane called Larraz while he was in California
notifying him that Stubbs had changed his mind and that is where the
confusion started and why Larraz wrote in his column his perceived chain
of events.
“The Las Vegas Tribune’s Mission Statement that appears in this newspaper every week clearly states the position of our newspaper, and we are
always willing and eager to correct any misleading information that we
may publish,” said the newspaper’s managing editor, Maramis Choufani.
“The mission statement reflects the sentiment of all who are part of
this newspaper, and we are very careful to follow exactly what it states,”
Choufani added.

From The Desk
(Continued from Page 1)
11/12-year-old female. Eventually,
the original robber was prosecuted
and through DA Ronald Bloxham,
arrangements were being made to
eventually prosecute the schoolteacher victim for the child molestation.
This prosecution never happened because my police working
desk and criminal files were ransacked on or before November 7,
2010, and removed and possibly
destroyed, by my former supervisor, Sgt. James (Tom) Melton, in
retaliation for not supporting lies
and false reports by the LVMPD,
for a major April 2010 robbery/
sexual assault case involving Javon
Carter.
This unlawful ransacking action, occurring on November 7,
2010, along with threats to my life,
an immediate transfer, immediate
relief of duty, and manufacturing of
a phony IAB complaint — all because of my refusal to lie and falsify reports about an April 2010
major robbery home evasion series,
sexual assault case — resulted in
me having a mild heart attack, three
later heart surgeries, and — according to the police department — to
now be deemed “Permanently Totally Disabled” and to be forced to
medically retire from the police
force.
On June 5, 2014, arrangements
were made for a property exchange
at the Law Offices of Marquis
Aurback Coffing, 10001 Park Run
Drive, LVN 89145, Ph. 702-3820711, fax 702-382-5816. File no.
5166-756, between contract attorney, Nick Crosby and myself, to
allegedly finalize the separation of
my employment with the LVMPD,
after almost 36 years.
The exchange of property went
through and was unremarkable; I
took my personal property back to
my residence and stored it in my
garage for later examination.
Just recently, after examining
my returned property, I noticed a
photo caption on an 8 x 10 inch
photo of the school teacher/molester robbery victim, and an unnamed 11/12-year-old nude female
on a bed. This photo was one of the
photos recovered from the laptop
by the LVMPD cyber crime unit,
at my request. This photo, along
with several other photos and a
computer disc, was inside and part
of my criminal investigation packet
that was supposed to be submitted
to the district attorney’s office.
Now, a photo of the school teacher
molester, and one of his underage
victims, ends up and is planted in
my returned property from the
LVMPD and from their attorneys.
There is no doubt that each and
every piece of returned property
was thoroughly examined before it
was placed in a box and returned
to me. My question is, why would
the LVMPD place a piece of crucial evidence in my returned property, for my later discovery? Could
the police department be that diabolical as to plant pornographic

evidence in my property and later
in my home, so that they could later
justify a search warrant and possible criminal charges against me?
Or could this just be another example of the police department exercising their power and non-accountability, and showing me that
they will do whatever they please,
regardless of the consequences.
Naturally, I prepared a response
letter, along with the attachment,
faxed it back to the police department, and faxed it to several other
departments: District Attorney’s
Office, the FBI, and U.S. Attorney
Daniel Bogden, asking for their assistance and immediate investigation into the molestation charge
against the school teacher who is
working at an unknown middle
school.
These types of actions by the
LVMPD are pretty much typical of
this police administration, which
has previously falsely planted evidence and framed other people in
our community, and is characteristic of corruption at its deepest level.
I admire the two police supervisors that have come forward to expose the police administration in yet
another cover-up of falsified reports
and lies, with regards to the helicopters. I wish them well, but fear
for their well-being, as being a
whistle-blower, I know all too well
what happens later, in their forthcoming damaged police careers.
As always, stay safe and trust in
God.
*****
Gordon Martines is a former
LVMPD detective who has served
in many capacities over his 39-year
career in law enforcement. He has
been a candidate for sheriff in 2002,
2006, 2010 and 2014, with the intention of bringing integrity and accountability back to the department,
and filed a federal lawsuit against
LVMPD in 2011. Martines now
contributes his opinions and ideas
to the Las Vegas Tribune to keep the
public informed and help improve
policing in Las Vegas. He has also
appeared on the Face the Tribune
radio program several times to
share his plan for a better LVMPD.

making it a crime for her not to visit
with her grandchildren and continue the placement of the grandchildren with a foster parent.
Lumpkin now wants to stop the
foster care placement arranged by
DFS and also stop the foster parent
from adopting her three grandchildren.
Lumpkin has been an ongoing
part of her grandchildren’s lives,
and the maternal grandparents also
played a significant role during the
adoption process even after the parents’ rights were terminated.
Family Court Judge Robert
Teuton agreed that the foster parent retain custody even though
Lumpkin believed she had completed the requirements of the statute a second time.
“If I had followed the requirements, why would the Nevada statute require that my grandchildren

be given to strangers rather than to
me, their paternal grandmother?”
stated Lumpkin.
Jason Stoffel, who is running for
election for family court judge, appeared before Face The Tribune. He
seemed sympathetic to Lumpkin
and expressed his support for her
position both during his on-air comments and after the broadcast.
Stoffel stated: “The law puts grandparents into a civil death penalty
because once termination of rights
are performed on the parents, they
no longer are considered the grandparents.
“You have a fit and proper
grandmother here; it makes no
sense why we want to have a
stranger here with no blood familial relation.”
Stoffel also commented with regard to the statute that it is vague
when it says 30 days. “It does not

say ‘preceding.’ Some judges will
presume that or imply that; I mean,
show me the legislative intent;
show me the statute.”
Lumpkin stated repeatedly to the
Las Vegas Tribune that had she
known she had to adopt the children sooner, she would have intervened immediately and petitioned
the court earlier. She comments by
warning the public about the consequences of a Supreme Court ruling in favor of foster parents in future cases when grandparents and
other relatives are waiting on the
sidelines.
One outcome of the appeal
would be for the justices to declare
the statute vague and send it back
to the legislature with more of an
emphasis on the biological family’s
interest in adopting these children
rather than the best interest of the
children living with a stranger.
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Is Obama’s leadership style to blame
for his foreign policy problems?

President Obama is not enjoying the best of times in his foreign policy, which has resulted in criticism. But President Bush
went about things in exactly the opposite way and was also pilloried. Maybe this foreign policy thing is just hard.

By Matthew Dickinson
Christian Science Monitor
It has not been a very good
month for President Obama when
it comes to foreign policy. Despite
his personal entreaties to Russian
President Vladimir Putin to stay out
of the Ukrainian civil conflict, photos released Monday by American
intelligence sources indicate the
Russian military is firing artillery
from Russian soil on behalf of the
Ukrainian separatists.
This comes on the heels of the
shootdown, allegedly by those same
separatists using a Russian surfaceto-air missile, of a Malaysian civilian airliner that killed 298 people.
Meanwhile, Mr. Obama’s Secretary
of State John Kerry has had no success in brokering a lasting truce
between Israel and Hamas in the
Gaza strip, where the Israeli invasion, about to enter its third week,
has led to the deaths of at least 1,000
Palestinians, most of them civilians,
in addition to the more than 40 Israeli fatalities.
While these two crises dominate
the headlines for now, other foreign
policy trouble spots continue to fester. In Syria, the civil war enters its
fourth year and has cost more than
170,000 lives with no sign that the
increasingly fractious U.S.-backed
rebels will be able to overthrow the
Syrian leader Bashar al-Assad without direct U.S. military intervention
— which Obama so far has resisted.
In Iraq, on the heels of the U.S.
military withdrawal, unexpected
territorial gains by the Al Qaeda
splinter group Islamic State in Iraq
threaten to split that country into
three partitions and, possibly, ignite
another sectarian conflict.
In Libya, less than three years
after Obama helped depose dictator Muammar Gaddafi via a

multination military intervention,
rival militias fight for power amid
a deteriorating security situation
and in the absence of any real civil
authority.
And in Afghanistan, where
Obama’s three-year military surge
recently wound down, there are
growing doubts regarding whether
the American-trained Afghan forces
can beat back a Taliban resurgence,
even as political infighting threatens to break apart the fragile civilian government.
Not surprisingly, conservative

critics blame Obama for what they
believe to be his failed leadership
style which they argue has contributed to his inability to effectively
address any of these foreign policy
crises. Charles Krauthammer berates the “vacant presidency,” arguing that Obama’s “detachment —
the rote, impassive voice — borders
on dissociation.” A.B Stoddard, in
urging Obama to “act presidential”
writes, “He could acknowledge that
Americans find it comforting and
appropriate for their president to be
present in a crisis, let alone during

(Continued from Page 1)
their deportation process is more
complicated and time consuming.
They are required to be turned over
to the Department of Health and
Human Services, which then releases them to the custody of relatives or other caregivers, as they
wait for their cases to come up in
immigration court.
As the Christian Science Monitor recently reported:
The arrival of tens of thousands
of Central American children has
unintentionally caused a huge backlog of cases in the courts. Forty-six
percent of the children never show
up for their court dates, staying in
the U.S., and critics say this sends
an open-door message to others in
Central America.
The White House says it wants
to change the law so that the secretary of Homeland Security has more
discretion in handling these children — most of whom do not
qualify to stay, the White House
says. But the administration has run
into fierce opposition from key
Democrats on the Hill and from
immigration- and child-advocate
groups. They fear changing the law
would deprive qualified children of
due process.
The Cornyn-Cuellar proposal

would change the law so that Central American minors are treated the
same as Mexican and Canadian
minors are now treated.
But a blog by Lawrence Downes
in The New York Times argues “this
is a terrible idea.”
It starts with handing the responsibility for humanitarian interviews
to a law-enforcement agent with a
badge and a gun, whose main job
is to catch and deport illegal border
crossers, and who may not even
speak Spanish.
This is not the person you want
interviewing a traumatized 15-yearold Honduran girl to find out
whether the abuse she endured at
home or the rape she suffered en
route qualifies her for protection in
the United States... It would be
criminal to subject Central American refugees to the same system.
They need lawyers and victim advocates, clean, safe shelter and the
chance to be heard in court.
Obama met Friday with the
presidents of Guatemala, Honduras,
and El Salvador, said the U.S. has
compassion for the migrant children, but those who do not have a
proper claim to remain in the United
States will be turned back. At the
same time, the regional leaders said
the president offered them assur-

ances that the rights of those children would be observed, the Associated Press reported.
But the AP says that Obama
played down a proposed pilot program that his administration is considering that would give refugee
status to young people from Honduras. White House officials said
the plan, which could be expanded
to Guatemala and El Salvador, involves screening youths in their
home countries to determine
whether they qualify for refugee
status. Obama said such an effort
would affect only a small number
of asylum seekers.
He’s clearly looking to Congress
to respond to his $3.7 billion proposal.
“It is my hope that Speaker
Boehner and House Republicans
will not leave town for the month
of August for their vacations without doing something to help solve
this problem,” Obama said after
meeting with Vice President Joe
Biden and the three presidents from
Central America.
Asked about the opposition from
Democrats to his proposed solution,
Cornyn said Sunday: “My view is
a solution beats no solution every
day. And nobody has offered an alternative, so I hope we will act.”

President Obama visits the Dutch Embassy in Washington to sign a
book of condolence, joined by Deputy Chief of Mission Peter Mollema,
on July 22. Most of the 298 people aboard the Malaysia Airlines plane
that was shot down near the border between Ukraine and Russia were
Dutch citizens.

Child Immigration

Re-Elect

many at once, and not simply
speaking to a bank of cameras stationed outside some incongruous
setting.” Even Obama’s supporters
wonder whether he can rescue his
“sputtering” presidency, while
more neutral observers debate
whether he has achieved lame-duck
status with unusual rapidity.
In assessing these criticisms, one
is struck by how the adjectives used
to criticize Obama’s leadership
style now reference the very same
traits that supporters praised on the
eve of his election in 2008. Five
years ago Obama was viewed as
“pragmatic” — but now he lacks
guiding principles. Then supporters
praised his thoughtfulness — now
he is passive. “Patient” has become
“reactive.” At the same time polls
suggest attitudes are softening a bit
toward Obama’s predecessor
George W. Bush, who not so long
ago left office criticized for his rash
(proactive?), impetuous (decisive?)
leadership style.
The real lesson to be gleaned
from these shifting standards of
evaluation is not that the pundits are
fickle, or that the public does not
know what it wants in terms of leadership style. It is that the foreign
policy problems presidents confront
are often inherently intractable,
with no cost-free solution available.
Mr. Bush invaded Iraq, successfully
overthrew a dictator, and yet that
decision set in motion a train of
events that has led to the current
crisis there. (I leave it to partisans
to debate how much Obama’s failure to maintain a military presence
in Iraq contributed to the current
state of affairs.) On the other hand,

Obama has refused to intervene in
Syria, and the situation there is no
less dire. In Libya, Obama chose
not to go it alone and instead to
operate as part of a multinational
force, but results are arguably no
better. In Afghanistan, he initially
doubled down on Bush’s military
intervention, and then largely withdrew US military forces, and yet the
long-run prospects for a stable government there remain grim.
Yes, each of these situations is
unique in important respects. Moreover, partisans on both sides can
and will argue the merits of their
preferred leader’s particular
choices. But to the objective observer it often seems that presidents
are damned if they do intervene,
damned if they do not, and damned
if they opt to do both. It is hard to
see how changes in leadership
styles, at least as characterized in
the short-hand jargon of political
pundits, has had much impact on
presidents’ ability to effectively
address any of these international
crises. Instead, the lesson seems
clear — a president’s ability to
“solve” foreign policy crises has
much less to do with his (someday
her) personal leadership qualities,
and everything to do with the nature of the crises themselves. When
there are no good solutions, changing leadership styles is hardly likely
to matter, despite what partisans
critics on both sides of the political
aisle would have us believe.
*****
Matthew Dickinson publishes
his Presidential Power blog at
h t t p : / / s i t e s . m i d d l e b u r y. e d u /
presidentialpower/.
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Defense Intelligence Agency Director Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn (2nd from right) was among the U.S. intel chiefs testifying before the Senate Intelligence Committee on Capitol Hill.

U.S. is no safer after 13 years of
war, a top Pentagon official says
The outgoing head of the Defense Intelligence Agency says that new players on the scene are
more radical than Al Qaeda, and the core Al Qaeda ideology has lost none of its potency.
By Anna Mulrine
Christian Science Monitor
The nation is no safer after 13 years of
war, warns a top US military official who
leads one of the nation’s largest intelligence
organizations.
“We have a whole gang of new actors out
there that are far more extreme than Al
Qaeda,” says Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn, head
of the Defense Intelligence Agency, which
employs some 17,000 American intelligence
collectors in 140 countries around the world.
That the United States is no safer — and
in some respects may be less safe — even
after two wars and trillions of dollars could
prove to be disappointing news for Americans, noted the journalist questioning
General Flynn at the Aspen Security Fo-

Obama

(Continued from Page 2)
White House.
Obama, conversely, seems to be
prematurely packing his bags in
hopes for an early departure.
Just last week, for example, the
Los Angeles Times reported that
“The First Family is believed to be
in escrow on a contemporary home
in a gated community where entertainers Frank Sinatra, Bob Hope
and Bing Crosby once maintained
estates.”
The fact that the press would
find relevance in speculating on
Obama’s post-White House residence — and identify California as
the kind of scene the future expresident would want to hang out
in when he leaves office — is perhaps telling.
And, indeed, this comes on the
heels of multiple reports from outlets such as The New York Times
and Politico, detailing how Obama
has increasingly been spending his
time at trendy restaurants and fancy,
late-night dinner parties with celebrities and various intellectuals.
Rubbing elbows with the rich
and elite is fine enough. Unfortunately, the work suffers. The degree
to which he is now phoning it in —
sleepwalking perfunctorily through
his second term — is astonishing.
And based on his recent handling of situations much more serious than a possible post-presidential move to sunny California, it
seems as if “No Drama Obama” is
no longer even worried about keeping up appearances; he doesn’t care
enough to fake it.
Consider this: In recent days, a)
Malaysia Airlines Flight 17 was
shot down, apparently by Russian
separatists in Ukraine, b) In the
Gaza strip, the numbers killed continued to mount as Israelis and Palestinians exchange rocket fire, c) a
huge influx of children fleeing Central American poverty and gang
warfare swamped America’s southern border, creating a humanitarian
crisis. And, oh yeah, d) Christians
living in Mosul were given the
choice to either convert to Islam or
flee the area they have inhabited for
nearly two thousand years.
You know what else has happened during this time? a) Obama
played many rounds of golf, b) he
attended numerous fund-raisers, c)
he dined on barbecue in Texas and
burgers in Delaware, and d) he almost appeared on the comedian
Jimmy Kimmel’s late-night television show in Hollywood.
I say “almost” because the White
House finally relented. “We ultimately elected not to have the president do that interview over the
course of this trip,” the White
House press secretary, Josh Earnest,
conceded.
“And that is at least in part related to the challenges of doing a
comedy show in the midst of some
of these other more serious matters
that the president’s dealing with in

rum last week.
Still, Flynn was firm on that point. “Yeah,
my quick answer is that we’re not,” he said.
America is less safe today in large part
because of the emergence of terrorist groups
like the Islamic State, formerly know as the
Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant.
The group is stoking regional wars in Syria
and Iraq that will only continue to increase
in complexity, Flynn said.
Then what about the claims from those
within the Obama administration that core Al
Qaeda is on the run?
On this point, Flynn — a strong personality who is slated to retire from the U.S. military next month after clashing with higherups in the intelligence community — took
issue as well.

the international scene.”
As a general rule, I think that the
criticisms that have been leveled
against President Obama regarding
things like how he spends his leisure time are unfair. As both I and
others here at OTB have noted before, the criticisms of things such
as how many times the president
has golfed over the past five years
or the fact that he has spent summers vacationing on Martha’s Vineyard or the Christmas holiday in
Hawaii are silly. First of all, the
president is never really “on a
break” whether he’s on the golf
course at Andrews Air Force Base
or vacationing. Everywhere he goes
he is, of course, accompanied not
only by a phalanx of security, but
also by numerous aides, the ability
to be contacted by the White House
at any given moment, and, of
course, the guy with the nuclear
football, not to mention a press contingent. Secondly, the idea that he’s
actually skipping out on work that
he needs to do on any of these occasions is utterly absurd both for
these reasons, and because of the
simple fact that, as president his job
largely involves receiving information and giving instructions to others based on that information. The
president doesn’t go out on his own
and implement the policy he sets,
he doesn’t personally lead the military actions or intelligence operations that he authorizes, and he
doesn’t build the roads that the
transportation bill he signed funds.
When people start complaining
about the fact that the president is
away from the White House,
whether he’s golfing, or on vacation, or fundraising, then, they’re
displaying something of a misunderstanding of what the presidency
is all about and what a president
does or realistically can do. A president who shuts himself or herself
inside the White House every time
there is some domestic or international crisis isn’t really going to accomplish much of anything, except
perhaps create the perception that
a given situation is more serious
than it actually is.
All that being said, it does seem

“We throw this phrase ‘core Al Qaeda’
out.” But rather than people, “core Al Qaeda”
is an ideology, he said.
“I, you know, have been going against
these guys for a long time. The core is the
core belief that these individuals have — and
it’s not on the run,” he added. “That ideology is actually, sadly, it feels like it’s exponentially growing.”
The chaos and violence now reigning in
Iraq after the Islamic State invasion points to
a U.S. intelligence failure, but, on the upside,
it offers a key cautionary tale for Afghanistan, Flynn said.
“The speed that [ISIS] came into this
northern city of Iraq, into Mosul, and they
were able to, you know, kind of [cut through
Iraqi security force defenses] like a hot knife

quite apparent that President
Obama is at least creating the perception that he is disengaged from
the problems of the nation and the
world, and I’d suggest that this is
at least in part related to issues
about his leadership abilities that go
back to the beginning of his presidency. Perhaps due in no small part
to the fact that he came into office
with no executive experience and a
political résumé that essentially involved being a backbench Democrat in the Illinois Legislature and
a senator in Washington. That
résumé does not appear to have
served him well when it comes to
dealing with Congress, even when
it was controlled by his own party,
or working on the international
stage. In the case of these particular crises and the state that the world
finds itself in today, Obama seems
to be creating the impression that
he has disengaged. Even if it isn’t

through butter through really about four [Iraqi
Army] divisions,” he said, “I would say that,
yeah, that caught us — that level of speed
that they were able to do that — caught us by
surprise.”
Iraq “blew it” by choosing not to sign a
Status of Forces Agreement that would have
kept U.S. troops in the country longer, and
Afghanistan is unlikely to make the same
mistake, he added.
Now, when it comes to Iraq, U.S. troops
are unlikely to have any desire to return to
the country, he added.
“I mean, we can only give so much. And
nobody — no one in uniform — wants to
say, ‘Oh yeah, I’m ready to go back.’ No
way.”

true, and I suspect that it isn’t, this
isn’t a smart impression to be leaving either with the general public
or the world as a whole. On some
level at least, the American people
need to believe that the president is
on top of what is happening in the
world and taking the actions necessary to protect American interests. As the polling indicates, both
in general and on specific issues
such as the economy and foreign
policy, the public has generally lost
confidence in the president as a
leader, and that’s not good either for
the president or the country.
At this point, I’m not certain
what I’d suggest the president do
to turn this around, assuming that’s
even possible. There’s no rational
reason for him to stop golfing on
the weekends or cancel vacation
plans. Perhaps toning down the
fundraising would be in order, especially when it becomes so con-

spicuous that even the press is talking about it, and about the fact that
they are consistently barred from
reporting on what the president says
at these events. Indeed, on some
level, the issue here isn’t so much
about the president doing something so much as it is about him
being a leader, which is as much a
matter of appearance as it is one of
substance. For the most part the
public impressions about the
president’s leadership abilities are
set in stone thanks to the events of
the past five years. Some of the perception that has set in is due, no
doubt, to the incessant criticisms
from Republicans in Congress, but
in the end the president has nobody
to blame for the situation he finds
himself in but himself.
*****
Doug Mataconis appears on the
Outside the Beltway blog at http://
www.outsidethebeltway.com/.
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A government big enough to give you everything you want, is strong enough to take everything you have. — Thomas Jefferson

Our Point of View

LCC sticking with
“likely winner”?

During the 2010 election the Latin Chamber of Commerce lost a few of their most prominent and generous
members and friends because of their decision to endorse
a Democrat non-Hispanic, Rory Reid, in the race for governor against the Hispanic Republican, Brian Sandoval.
Sandoval ended up winning the election with 53 percent of the votes, and the Democratic contender, son of
the powerful U.S. Senator and Majority Leader Harry
Reid, only scored 41 percent of the votes.
This election is different; Sandoval is not running
against a member of a powerful Nevada family name and
he is also an incumbent; so, as always the Latin Chamber
of Commerce goes with the incumbent and the most
likely-to-win candidate.
What those former prominent generous members and
friends of the Latin Chamber of Commerce may not have
known is that the organization they had helped and supported is in debt to Senator Reid and that could not be
ignored.
The Latin Chamber of Commerce’s 2010 endorsement
of Rory Reid proved two things that the Las Vegas Tribune had been saying all along and no one wanted to
listen or believe: the Latino vote is very much unpredictable and does not follow anyone’s ideas or suggestions
as far as voting is concerned.
We were not surprised to see the candidates selection
of the Latin Chamber of Commerce because the organization always tries to jump on the winning wagon.
The Latin Chamber of Commerce cannot endorse or
get involved in any political issues due to their non-profit
status, so a few years back the group created a political
arm and founded Hispanics in Politics to deal with issues
that legally they may not be able to address, but later lost
control of the organization when the group clashed with
the ideas and modus operandi of the Chamber.
Now the Latin Chamber of Commerce is trying one
more time to indirectly participate in the political process of our state and formed a Political Action Committee (PAC) and the group has recently announced its first
campaign endorsement.
There is no secret about this political move by the Latin
Chamber of Commerce; in a press release they openly
explained that “BizPAC is a Las Vegas Latin Chamber of
Commerce political action committee,” and they went on
to announce their endorsements of all the alleged
“anointed” candidates for the 2014 General Election.
Brian Ayala, the Chairman of the new Political Action
Committee (BizPAC), is also a member of the Latin
Chamber of Commerce Board of Directors, proving that
there is no hidden agenda.
However, not all the endorsees are favorable to the
Latino community of Clark County — in fact, the endorsement of Sheriff candidate Joseph Lombardo could
be a disaster to the Latinos living in Las Vegas, but the
BizPAC chooses him because he is the anointed one to
inherit the position and is the one that has collected more
than a million dollars from the gaming industry.
We believe that Sheriff candidate Larry Burns will work
better with the Latino community and will be more fair
to the Latino issues than BizPAC’s choice for that position, and some members of the Latin Chamber of Commerce agree with this newspaper. Just last week two members of the Latin Chamber of Commerce visited the Las
Vegas Tribune office and openly told the newspaper that
their choice for Sheriff is Larry Burns.
Playing politics with such a delicate matter as the safety
and security of the Latino residents in Clark County is
not the best thing to do in a crisis moment such as the
country is experiencing at the present time, when people
are not sure what side to take or who to listen to.
We are not touching the Sandoval race because we do
not see — as the mainstream media would likely say—
another real viable candidate in that race; Lucy Flores for
Lieutenant Governor? Please.
We have already predicted many times that Sandoval
will not finish his term, as usual, and will run for a federal office, thereby putting Lucy Flores in the Governor’s
mansion without any experience or background in leadership; is that what the Latin Chamber of Commerce wants
for our community and our State?
With the exception of only six Republican candidates,
the Latin Chamber of Commerce political arm endorsed
all Democrats across the board, putting themselves on
the same level as Local 226 of the Culinary Union and
several other labor unions, making it obvious that they
still want to please their Democrat Idol, Senator Harry
Reid, and bow to his orders and commands. What a shame
on the Latino community!

ON A PERSONAL NOTE

The death sentence: Not
everyone deserves to live
On being kicked out of the club

By Maramis
dor of Shame — maybe even secretly
Some people do not deserve to
hoping that one of the many pop-ups
live. But what does that have to do
will catch that rule-breaker off-guard
with us? Well, let’s examine that little
and make his long walk all the more
question.
painful for him and possibly more
If someone were told that if he did
satisfying for the rule-obeyers to
not follow the rules, he would not be
see?”
allowed to remain in the club, and
Others might pipe up and remind
he broke the rules anyway, knowthe “bleeding hearts” (as they would
ingly and deliberately, it would be
call them) that such ne’er-do-well
only fitting and fair that he be put
club members might not just break
out of the club. The rules were very
one little rule, but might break every
clear; the consequences were very
single one of them, and even more
clear; therefore the outcome should
than just once. They might point out
MARAMIS CHOUFANI
also be very clear.
that no one ever broke the rules as blatantly and as
Now suppose the person who heads up the club often as “Joe,” who recently had to walk the Corridor
has a mean streak in him. He decides that just putting of Shame and was apparently hit with every pop-up
the person out of the club isn’t good enough. He wants that was secretly programmed into that exit ceremony.
to add a little more incentive for people to not break
“But wait!” those “bleeding hearts” would plead
the club’s rules, so he thinks it would be perfectly okay once again. “Look, we’re all for the kind of justice that
for him to devise some kind of a “putting a person out says ‘You do that, we’ll do this,’ or ‘The punishment
of the club” example-to-others ceremony. He decides for this is that.’ We believe that wrongdoing must be
that the person will have to go through a Corridor of punished. But what we’re also saying is that if someShame on the way to the Door of No-return. And, while thing is added on to the punishment after the fact, that
he walks that walk, it is possible that he (or she) just is just wrong. It would be like charging twice as much
might encounter some surprise obstacles that may pop for some item in a store after you discover the cusup out of nowhere, as it were, to make that walk of tomer is very wealthy. Mercy says you can always do
disgrace “more interesting” to those who choose to less, but justice would not have you do more than the
watch. After all, so the club president’s thinking might prescribed punishment. If you were sentenced to twenty
go, the disgraced man chose to break the rules and years, would it be right to have ten more years tacked
knew that he’d be kicked out of the club for doing so, on to your sentence just because the warden did not
and it wouldn’t be the club’s fault if the way out was a like you? Would it be right to allow every member of
little bit rougher than anyone expected it to be.
the victim’s family to come to the prison as often as
But some people might be saying, “Wait a minute they wanted to, to openly cast aspersions or “stones”
there! Okay, he broke the rules and can’t stay in the upon you, even years after you had made peace with
club, and he’s willing to take the consequences—even yourself and with God and asked for their forgiveness?
though he might not have a choice in the matter—but And most important of all, what kind of society would
why is it okay for the club president to inflict all that we be if we encouraged inflicting pain and suffering
extra misery on him? How does doing that make any- on anyone, even those who have done so to others?
one think well of the club? Is the club really just some How would that make us any better than them? To enkind of secret torture chamber in disguise? Are people joy the suffering of others is to tap into the same place
just waiting for the next rule-breach to happen so they that allowed the perpetrator to do what he did in the
can rally round and watch that walk down the Corri(See Maramis, Page 9)

Child migrant crisis: why Congress
is getting nowhere on solving it
Americans are puzzled why lawmakers can’t come to terms on
what the public sees as a crisis. But the politics are tough and
the issue has morphed into a debate about immigration.
By Francine Kiefer
Christian Science Monitor
WASHINGTON — It looks like Congress will
leave for its five-week August recess without addressing the child-migrant crisis on America’s southern
border.
House Republicans introduced their plan to deal
with the crisis on Tuesday, and Senate Democrats are
expected to try to move theirs on Wednesday. The two
plans are miles apart in funding and content, with no
movement toward compromise.
The inaction will perplex Americans, 80 percent of
whom call the influx of tens of thousands of minors
from Central America a “crisis” or “serious problem,”
according to a poll released Tuesday by the Public
Religion Research Institute.
But the gridlock has an explanation, in politics and
in policy.
An issue that began as a funding request — on July
8 President Obama requested $3.7 billion in emergency
money to handle the surge of minors — has blown up
into a debate over immigration, the Gordian Knot of
American politics.
“If this were just the numbers, you could split the
difference,” says John Pitney, a congressional expert
and political scientist at Claremont McKenna College
in California. “Here we’re talking about national identity. It’s a kind of issue where it’s hard to split the difference.”

Not that politics is somehow hiding in the shadows. It’s out in plain sight.
A White House that publicly and repeatedly stated
support for changing a 2008 law on child trafficking
— a change that’s at the heart of this debate and the
GOP legislation in the House — last night pivoted and
swung behind the Democratic Senate plan. That plan
gives the president $2.7 billion in emergency spending for the border crisis but includes no change to the
trafficking law.
Now, Senate Democrats are toying with the idea of
attaching comprehensive immigration reform to the
House measure if it comes to the Senate. That reform
passed the Senate with a bipartisan vote more than a
year ago, but it was declared dead on arrival in the
GOP-controlled House. Sending it to the House for a
second time would be a political stick-in-your-eye to
Republicans — a reminder that they’ve fallen down
on an issue that most Americans support.
Meanwhile, the House border legislation, wrapped
into an appropriations bill on Tuesday, shrank from an
expected $1.5 billion in funding to $659 million —
offset with cuts elsewhere and most of the funds going
to the Department of Homeland Security, which controls the border.
The politics here is that Democrats are trying to
bring Latinos to the polls while Republicans are trying
to show themselves to be good stewards of the budget
(See Child Migrant, Page 10)
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RINO sheds conservative
cloak, comes out of closet

State Senate who has a
By Chuck Muth
plan to fund education.”
In her Republican priNo she isn’t; especially if
mary against conservative
her plan is to increase
Taxpayer
Protection
spending on education.
Pledge-signing GOP canEvery Democrat candididate Vick Gill, Becky
date running for the LegHarris — Senate Minority
islature has a plan to inLeader Moderate Mike
crease spending on eduRoberson’s handpicked
cation.
candidate for the critical
She now supports a
Senate District 9 seat —
$600 million tax hike on
ran and campaigned as a
the state’s mining indusconservative while simultry as proposed by her
CHUCK MUTH
taneously refusing to ink
the Pledge.
master-and-commander, Sen. Roberson.
And now that she fooled enough RepubShe now supports forcing taxpayers to
lican primary voters to get the nomination pay for her birth control pills.
last month, Harris is reverting to form. In
She now supports the expansion of Medher new campaign flyer Harris claims she’s icaid, a foolish decision that is going to cost
“not your typical Republican.” In other Nevadans up the wazoo in a couple years
words, she’s really just Democrat-lite, as once the feds stop contributing to the prodemonstrated by these new, decidedly NOT gram and taxpayers here get stuck holding
Republican, positions...
the bag.
She now agrees with Democrats, liberI can’t support Harris’ Democrat oppoals and the teachers union in declaring that nent, incumbent State Sen. Justin Jones, as
“our schools are underfunded.” As if more his radical anti-gun rights agenda. But sorry
money would fix education.
folks, I can’t support Harris either. A twoShe now supports “reducing class size,” faced, forked-tongued, Roberson-conan expensive, failed, feel-good notion that trolled Stepford assemblywoman isn’t any
Nevada has been experimenting with in better.
grades 1-3 for over two decades with no
Put me down for “None of the Above”
noticeable improvement whatsoever.
in this race.
She now supports “increasing teacher
*****
pay” with no mention whatsoever of inBotched Execution Nothing
creasing teacher accountability or parental
To Lose Sleep Over
school choice.
So bleeding heart liberals are in a tizzy
(See Muth, Page 9)
She claims to be “the only candidate for

BEHIND THE MIKE

What will Your Tombstone Say?

Pardon me for not risBy Michael A. Aun
ing.”
Have you ever given
A
traveling
any thought to what you
salesman’s reads simply:
want your tombstone to
“My trip has ended. Send
say? I lost my mother at the
my samples home.”
age of 60 to cancer. Her
Spinster Sophie Jones
stone reads simply “Sing
said: “For her death held
no sad songs for me.”
no terrors. She was born
Among the weird things
a maid and died a maid.
I’ve collected over the
No hits, no runs, and no
years are the funny sayings
heirs.”
that appear on tombstones.
In Death Valley, CaliSome are funny; some are
fornia: “Here lies the
thought provoking; all are
MICHAEL A. AUN
body of poor Aunt Charusually original.
“Here lies the body of Jonathon Blake. lotte. Born a virgin, died a harlot. For 16
years she kept her virginity, a damned long
Stepped on the gas instead of the brake.”
Robert Allison: “He never killed a man time for this vicinity.”
Another spinster had six women serve
who did not need killing.”
Merv Griffin’s is interesting: “I’ll be as her pallbearers. Her stone said simply:
“The boys never took me out when I was
right back after this message.”
The great Mel Blanc’s says: “That’s all alive; I’ll be damned if they’re taking me
out now.”
folks!”
Another old maid in North Carolina had
Another read: “Faults I may have; bethis on her grave: “Returned — Unopened.”
ing wrong is not one of them.”
In Stratham Churchyard, England is one
Roger Dangerfield’s tombstone reads
from a bereaved husband: “Here lies Eliza“There goes the neighborhood.”
Some rather obvious ones include “I beth, my wife for 47 years, and this is the
knew this would happen” and another says first damn thing she has ever done to oblige
me.”
“I told you I was sick.”
In East Dalhousie Cemetery, Nova
On the Mitchell stone it says simply:
Scotia: “Here lies Ezekiel Aikle, age 102,
“Well this sucks.”
“Here lies a man named Zeke, second the good die young.”
You have to wonder what an atheist
fastest draw in Cripple Creek.” Another gun
fighter’s read: “Here lays Butch. We planted might put on his grave. Here’s an idea from
him raw. He was quick on the trigger but a stone in Thurmont, Maryland: “Here lies
an atheist, all dressed up and no place to
slow on the draw.”
In Schenectady, NY there’s a stone that go.”
In Boston this stone says: “First a cough
reads: “He got a fish-bone in his throat and
carried me off. Then a coffin they carried
then he sang an angel note.”
On Rebecca Freeland’s tombstone it me off in.”
Then there are those monuments that
says: “1741... She drank good ale, good
punch and wine and lived to the age of 99.” serve as advertising: “Here lies Jane Smith,
In memory of Anna Hopewell: “Here wife of Thomas Smith, Marble Cutter: This
lies the body of our Anna done to death by monument erected by her husband as a triba banana. It wasn’t the fruit that laid her ute to her memory. Monuments of this style
low, but the skin of the thing that made her are 250 dollars.
And then there was the widow of
go.”
On a coroner who hung himself: “He Jonathan Thomson, who decided that she
must carry on despite her husband’s ablived and died by suicide.”
On a lawyer in England: “Sir John sence. “Sacred to the remains of Jonathan
Strange. Here lies an honest lawyer. And Thompson, a pious Christian and affectionate husband. His disconsolate widow conthat is Strange.”
On another attorney’s grave it reads: tinues to carry on his grocery business at
the old stand on Main Street: cheapest and
“The defense rests.”
Many people’s tombstones defined their best prices in town.”
In Chattanooga, Tennessee this stone
lives and careers. Auctioneer Jeremiah
Goodwin’s said simply: “Going, going, says: “Here lies Ned. There is nothing more
to be said — because we like to speak well
going... gone!”
of the dead. ‘I came into the world without
A painter’s read: “A finished artist.
On a teacher Professor S. B. my consent, and left in the same manner.’”
*****
McCracken’s grave in Elkhart, Indiana, it
Michael Aun is a syndicated columnist
reads: “School is out. Teacher has gone
and writes a weekly column for this newshome.”
John Yeast’s stone in Ruidoso, New paper. To contact Michael Aun, email him
Mexico reads: “Here lies Johnny Yeast. at maun@lasvegastribune.com.

VA fix 101: what the $17 billion
emergency bill would do

By Francine Kiefer
about the bill:
Christian Science
Q. How does the bill
Monitor
shorten wait times for
Washington — As
veterans?
proof that bipartisanship in
A. It allows veterans
Congress is still possible,
who can’t get an appointa key liberal senator and
ment within the VA’s waithis Republican counterpart
time goal, now 30 days, to
in the House announced an
go outside the VA system
agreement Monday on a
for care. That option also
$17 billion emergency vetexists for those who live
erans bill that last week
more than 40 miles from a
was caught in partisan
VA facility. This $10 billion
FRANCINE KIEFER
crossfire.
provision enables a sort of
The bill seeks to address a national care “surge capacity” that “promises to increase
crisis of long waits for treatment, falsified veterans’ options for timely, high-quality
records, and reports of related deaths that care,” says Katherine Kidder, research asled to the resignation of Veterans Affairs sociate at the Center for a New American
Secretary Eric Shinseki on May 30.
Security, a think tank.
The Iraq and Afghanistan Veterans of
On the other hand, she warns, “it
America expressed support for the agree- outsources the VA’s responsibility and rement, which was announced by the chair- moves some of the pressure to reform.”
men of the Committee on Veterans’ Affairs
Q. What about the need to beef up
in the Senate and House,
services within the VA?
Sen. Bernie Sanders of Vermont, an inIn the last four years, 2 more million
dependent who caucuses with Democrats, veterans have entered the VA system, with
and Rep. Jeff Miller, (R) of Florida.
a net increase of 1.5 million more patients,
“We’re generally happy with the deal,” according to Acting VA Secretary Sloan
said Lauren Augustine, a legislative asso- Gibson. The legislation provides $5 billion
ciate for the veterans group.
to pay for more doctors and nurses and deal
The compromise bill, expected to pass with space restrictions in crowded faciliout of a conference committee Monday, still ties. The VA will be allowed to lease at least
must be passed by the Senate and House 27 medical facilities to help provide access
before it can go to the president for sign- that is closer to home for many veterans,
ing. The hope is to get the bill through both and increase the availability of specialty
chambers before Congress breaks for its care.
long summer recess at the end of this week.
Q. Will the bill get at records falsifiHere are answers to some key questions
(See Kiefer, Page 10)

Leadership Toolkit:
When the Visionary Leader
Meets the Strategic Leader

By Doug Dickerson
leaders need is a way to
Leadership is the caconnect. The divide bepacity to translate vision
tween ideas and impleinto reality. — Warren
mentation must be joined.
Bennis
There has to be a way as
About 350 years ago, as
Webber says to “build a
the story is told, a shipload
bridge the great ideas can
of travelers landed on the
walk across from those
northeast coast of America.
who have to those who can
The first year they estabmake them real.” For the
lished a town site. The next
vision to materialize this is
year they elected a town
a necessity. So what is a
government. The third year
leader to do?
the town government
The vision needs a straplanned to build a road five
tegic plan. It has to be
DOUG DICKERSON
miles westward into the wilderness.
clearly communicated and thoroughly unIn the fourth year the people tried to derstood before the pieces of the puzzle can
impeach their town government because be created. From there roles can be assigned
they thought it was a waste of public funds and teams put into place, and the execution
to build the road westward into a wilder- can begin. The hard part will come later.
ness. Who needed to go there anyway?
Leadership key: Before you build your
Here were people who had the vision to vision build your relationships. The vision
see three thousand miles across an ocean rises and falls on the strength of your comand overcome hardships to get there. But munication and relationships.
in a few short years were not able to see
Give each other space
five miles out of town. They had lost their
The role of the visionary leader is not
pioneering vision.
the same as the strategic leader, and vice
Visionary leaders (those who see the big versa. The relationship is one of isolation
picture) and strategic leaders (those who and interdependency. Boundaries must be
create the plan) are essential for the future set, observed, and protected while at the
growth and development of any organiza- same time staying bridged with a unified
tion. But can the two co-exist? It can be a goal and vision. It’s tricky.
challenging relationship but not an imposThe temptation of the visionary leader
sible one if you follow these basic rules of is to tinker, mettle, and tweak. Their greatengagement.
est asset can now become their greatest liEmbrace your differences
ability. While they are excellent at creating
Visionary leaders tend to be your char- the vision they can be terrible at designing
ismatic type leaders who can cast the vi- the plan. As long as they keep interjecting
sion with great enthusiasm and confidence. themselves into the details of execution they
They have a clear picture in their heart and will stifle the execution.
mind of where they are going and why you
Strategic leaders thrive on creating the
should too.
plan and seeing it come into existence. The
But visionary leaders can at times be visionary leader has to learn to give this
hard to work with. In his book, Rules of person the space they need to work. It is a
Thumb, Alan M. Webber writes, “Great idea relationship of necessity, one of complexpeople are rare- and also frequently hard to ity, but most of all trust. The partnership
live with. They see things the rest of us can’t will only survive if it’s built on mutual trust.
see, which is their gift. They can’t see what The respective leaders have to know how
you and I see easily, which is their burden. to embrace a shared vision but then give
Still, you need them and they need a home each other the space needed to bring it to
where they can contribute.”
pass. When they do, it can lead to overStrategic leaders can be a great asset to whelming success.
the visionary leader by breaking down the
Leadership key: Out of respect give
vision into doable and measurable actions each other space. Out of trust let each other
steps which creates the vision. The strate- work.
gic leader is the one who puts the puzzle
What do you say?
together.
*****
Leadership key: Your differences are
Doug Dickerson is a syndicated columyour strengths. Embrace them and work nist. He writes a weekly column for this
together. You need each other.
newspaper. To contact Doug Dickerson,
Build a bridge
email
him
at
ddickerson@
What strategic leaders and visionary lasvegastribune.com.
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Best of Metro: Yet to come?
By Norm Jahn
Last week I started my column
by asking what mistake of fact
shootings,
the
LVMPD
Foundation’s Best of the Badge
(BOB), and a recent LVMPD
YouTube video (http://youtu.be/
aveRwkHrGhU) had in common.
I also asked: Does Metro use
some critical incidents just to get
good publicity? Is Metro recognizing and rewarding some officers
after they are involved in deadly
force incidents (even if they violated policy or failed to use appropriate tactics)? I concluded the column by suggesting that the SWAT
Robot might be a safer ‘target’ than
any more of LVMPD’s officers.
This week, I am going to further
explain my concerns about the
March 16, 2012 incident at 1213
Wyatt Street. A child was accidentally shot through a wall of the
home and had been transported to
the hospital. Police arrived at the
home. Sammie Clay eventually
committed suicide after police
forced entry and exchanged shots
with Clay. One officer was grazed
on the top of the head by a bullet
when he ‘looked in’ to the residence.
I had already read the two reports on the LVMPD website about
this shooting and there was actually
plenty of concern about the actions
of police during this incident! The
bottom line: Wyatt Street was NOT
handled in a tactically-sound manner. The FIT and CIRT reports are
still on the Office of Internal Oversight page on Metro’s website. The
links are (http://www.lvmpd.com/
Portals/0/OIO/FITReport_1203164534_NonFatal_FINAL.pdf) and
(http://www.lvmpd.com/Portals/0/
OIO/OIOReview120316-

Muth

NORMAN JAHN
4534_1213_Wyatt.pdf).
Publicly praising some (but not
all) of the officers after a tragedy
was averted (by mere luck) does
NOT seem to be a good idea. If the
Best of Metro Is Yet To Come, will
anyone have the courage to actually move the organization forward
and take positions that are not popular? Not if officers seem to be getting rewarded for screwing up (that
is what they would have called this
in the ‘old’ days) or if they keep
getting
‘pimped-out’
for
fundraising (BOB) and public relations (YouTube).
Nothing in this column is intended to be critical of the individual officers... I could repeat that
many times, but many wearing a
Metro badge will not accept this. It
shouldn’t be difficult to convince
some people that an attempt to save
lives (and avoid more Metro funerals) is honorable - NOT malicious
or treasonous. If I was the police
officer ‘father’ of any of those officers and my son died, I would be
very upset and I’ll explain why.
Sometimes you have to break
through the near-sightedness and
misplaced loyalty or ‘honor’ (or
whatever it is) that makes some

(Continued from Page 8)
over the fact that it took almost two hours for Joseph Rudolph Wood to
die after his lethal injection in Arizona on Wednesday. His attorneys claim
their client was “gasping and snorting” for an hour, and death penalty
opponents will certainly use this incident to complain of cruel and unusual punishment.
You know what I think is cruel and unusual? What Wood did to land
on death row in the first place, that’s what.
According to the Arizona Department of Corrections website, Wood
“had been involved in a turbulent relationship for 5 years,” including
“numerous breakups and several domestic violence incidents” with his
ex-girlfriend, 29-year-old Debbie Dietz.
Twenty-nine years old. Her whole life still ahead of her. Now here’s
the rest of the story...
“Debbie was working at a local body shop owned by her family. On
August 7, 1989, Wood walked into the shop and shot Gene Dietz, age 55,
in the chest with a .38 caliber revolver, killing him.
“Gene Dietz’s 70-year-old brother was present and tried to stop Wood,
but Wood pushed him away and proceeded into another section of the
body shop.
“Wood went up to Debbie, placed her in some type of hold, and shot
her once in the abdomen and once in the chest, killing her. Wood then fled
the building.
“Two police officers approached Wood and ordered him to drop his
weapon. After Wood placed the weapon on the ground, he reached down
and picked it up, and pointed it at the officers. The officers fired, striking
Wood several times. Wood was transported to a local hospital where he
underwent extensive surgery.”
So this guy beats up his girlfriend multiple times. She breaks up with
him. He shows up at her place of business without warning. Kills her
unarmed father for no reason. Kills his unarmed ex for breaking up with
him. Then tries to kill two police officers.
And I’m supposed to feel badly that this murderous piece of human
garbage didn’t die a quick and totally painless death?
Wood got to live almost 25 years longer than the two people whose
lives he snuffed out. How are their murders not cruel and unusual punishment for both the victims and their families?
As for death penalty opponents who claim the death penalty is not a
deterrent, let me assure you that thanks to the death penalty Joseph Rudolph
Wood absolutely, positively, without a doubt, will never, ever murder an
innocent person again. He has been permanently deterred
As for the afterlife, I can only hope that when Wood reaches the Gates
of Hades, Saddam Hussein is the greeter, takes a fancy to him, and makes
him his boy-toy for eternity.
Rest in pain, Mr. Wood. Rest in pain.
Chuck Muth is president of Citizen Outreach, a non-profit public policy
grassroots advocacy organization. He may be reached at
cmuth@lasvegastribune.com.

cops think that they can never be
criticized and that they must support each other no matter what. This
needs to end — yesterday!
I thought about how I might be
able to present a different perspective of why the LVMPD has found
serious problems in their review of
the incident as compared to how
they are now praising officers. How
can the officers at the Bolden Area
Command (where I once worked)
and officers throughout Metro stop
for a minute and ‘get it’?
I quickly thought about two
people. Captain Larry Burns and Lt.
Craig Klatt. Neither one of them
would have ever approved the ‘entry’ on Wyatt Street. NO WAY —
NO HOW! Both Burns and Klatt
are highly respected by many
people who have worked for them.
Lt. Craig Klatt is the most senior
lieutenant in the LVMPD and probably the most senior member of the
entire LVMPD at this time! I know
this because I have worked with
them both and we come from a different ‘generation’ of police training.
We knew better than to unnecessarily risk lives when we were
trained in the ’70s and ’80s. Even
the ‘new’ training, called Rapid
Response to the Active Shooter, did
NOT apply. Wyatt Street was not
an active shooter. MACTAC training also did NOT apply to the situation on Wyatt Street. Some officers think they are supposed to ‘Go
Rambo’ at an inappropriate time
and it is going to get someone
killed! A barricaded suspect (after
shots fired in a residence) is a BARRICADED SUSPECT. You slow
the action, contain the situation, and
call SWAT to address the problem.
They have all kinds of tools and
toys like the awesome robot. So
why didn’t the officer wait on Wyatt
Street? And why are officers being
given recognition for their actions
nonetheless?
A Review-Journal story on the
2014 Best of the Badge reported,

“Officer Brian Jackson, who was
shot in the head after an ambush
inside a dark house...” Now, where
did that description of the event
come from? Read the LVMPD reports and tell me that this description was not being embellished?
There was NO ambush inside a dark
house. Police arrived after a child
had been accidentally shot by a
drunken adult in a different room.
Police forced entry and have given
different explanations for this decision AND TRIED TO JUSTIFY
THEM! There was no attempted
murder of a child. Just another
drunk with a gun!
The ‘intro’ to the YouTube video
included this description, “This is
the latest chapter in our series on
LVMPD officers who have displayed exceptional bravery in the
line of duty. This incident involved
a harrowing nighttime shootout,
during which an LVMPD officer
was shot in the head, but survived,
and helped his partners coordinate
their response to the gunman. We
salute officers Brian Jackson,
Jacob Legrow, Larry Miles and
Brian Walter!”
To see three or four officers receive recognition nearly two years
after that incident (when the supervisor and other officers did NOT)
aroused my curiosity, so I checked
the two reports again and became
upset by what I was reading. You
don’t have to be a police consultant, expert witness, or even have
much police knowledge or experience to realize that something stinks
here and it has NOTHING to do
with the officers who were involved. I’m not being critical of
them... the official LVMPD reports
documented all of those critical
findings, NOT me!
All you have to do is be objective and read the justifications in the
FIT/Homicide report and what I call
the ‘creative report writing/manipulation’ that has gone on. Sheriff
Duh-G created the illustrious Office
of Internal Oversight and CIRT

which was highly critical of this
incident... but ask any of the next
five officers that you see on the
streets if they have ever read any
of the reports/critiques or know of
any lessons learned from this
deadly force incident and you will
be surprised. I’m afraid that more
officers watch the YouTube portrayal of the incident and think that
everything was fine... when officers almost lost their lives and it was
totally unnecessary. Is it more honorable to try to point out problems
to SAVE LIVES, or just ‘go with
the flow’ and have lots of cops think
you are a great guy because you
support everything they do... until
it is time for another funeral... or
until one of the members of our own
family dies at the hands of the
LVMPD and we are forced to have
a reality check?
Maybe the cops can ask Larry
Burns or Lt. Craig Klatt face to face
about this incident. Someone (at
Metro) should have spoken out as
soon as this was being made into
an example of ‘heroic’ policing.
True LEADERS are not always
loved but they do what is right even
in the face of opposition and even
at great personal cost. Could a new
leader at Metro use better judgment
and start fixing problems and save
lives in the future EVEN THOUGH
THIS MIGHT NOT BE POPULAR
WITH THE TROOPS? Show me
where Leadership is defined as
LOVE and popularity? There were
probably plenty of people that hated
Green Bay Packer Coach Vince
Lombardi at one time while they
practiced and played for him. I
don’t think he worried too much
about what the player’s union (they
didn’t even have one then, did
they?) or the ‘whiners’ thought
about him. I get sick to my stomach when I keep reading and watching people trying to justify police
actions that we would all agree are
wrong if we were isolated from
each other and marking ‘Good’ or
(See Jahn, Page 11)

(Continued from Page 7)
first place.”
Some people do not deserve to
live. Living would give them an opportunity to continue radiating
some kind of bad energy; it would
give them an opportunity to continue doing bad things and hurting
people, even from behind bars. It
might even give them a sense of
hope for getting out, in some way
at some time. And while they live,
horrible unwanted feelings and
thoughts could find a way into the
minds and hearts of the victims’
family and friends, as they remember always that their loved one is
no longer with them, but his murderer is still alive.
It is bad enough, though very
understandable, to wish another
person were dead, but to take on a
newly-found joy at contemplating
that person’s intensified suffering
before or during the enactment of
his prescribed death sentence would
be to somehow activate a part of
yourself that you really don’t want
to see activated in anyone: the part
that enjoys seeing others suffer.
Rather than activate that part of
oneself, if we can just stick with the

prescribed sentence and not cheer
on any additional suffering as it
raises its head, justice—as we have
seen fit to create it in our society
— would be served. And just in case
“we” were wrong in handing down
the prescribed sentence, justice also
means that those who proclaim their
innocence would be free to appeal.
As the silly saying goes, I would
not want to join any club that would
have me. But in real serious life,
there is no club that wants any of
its members to destroy each other
or cheer when one member tortures
another. Those members do deserve
to be put out of the club. But should
the president of the club then take

it upon himself to add something
to the already agreed-upon consequence for such behavior, we hope
that the members of that club would
hold an emergency election for a
new president.
Rules are rules. Consequences
are consequences. But enjoying the
misery and suffering of others is
empowering the part of yourself for
which we kick people out of the
club.
Maramis Choufani is the Managing Editor of the Las Vegas Tribune. She writes a weekly column
in this newspaper. To contact
Maramis,
email
her
at
maramis@lasvegastribune.com.

Maramis

Open Mic
with Gordon Martines

11:00 a.m.
Tuesday and
Thursdays
on
RadioTribune.com
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Insurance Companies Take Advantage of Metro Police’s
Budget Cuts and Are Denying More Claims Than Ever

By Zachariah Parry
Earlier this year the Las Vegas
Metropolitan Police Department
announced that as a result of budget constraints, its officers would no
longer be responding to most noninjury motor vehicle accidents.
Since that change, insurance companies are becoming bolder in denying claims because of the increased difficulty in proving liability without a police officer’s finding of fault.
Car accidents occur every day,
but according to data collected by
insurance companies, on average,
a driver will only file a claim once
every 17.9 years. That means that
most drivers involved in an accident
are not particularly experienced or
knowledgeable as it relates to documenting the scene of an accident.
Persons involved in an accident—particularly those not at
fault—need to do everything they
can to make sure the facts of the
accident are conveyed from a credible source (i.e. not merely the word
of each driver) to the insurance
company so the insurance of the
party at fault will cover the damages.
The first thing any party in an
accident should do is call the police. Even though Metro has limited the type of accident they will
respond to, not all valley police

On The
Legal
Front

By Zachariah B. Parry

work for Metro—Henderson Police, for example, are still responding to and documenting accidents.
Moreover, Metro will still respond
to certain types of accidents, including the following:
—Accidents with injuries or fatalities;
—A driver under the influence
of alcohol, narcotics or other substances;
—A driver who doesn’t have a
driver’s license, proof of insurance
or registration;
—A hit and run;
—A vehicle disabled on the
roadway as a result of an accident;
and
—An uncooperative driver (i.e.
will not exchange information) or
any other disturbance meriting a
police response.
Thus, someone involved in an

Child Migrant

(Continued from Page 7)
and the border. Most of them don’t have many Latinos in their district,
while that group is important to the Democratic base, and especially needed
as Democrats head into an election where control of the Senate is at stake.
But there are also genuine policy differences here, illustrated in this:
Rep. Henry Cuellar, a Democrat from Texas whose bipartisan bill is at
the heart of the GOP plan, has said he is wide open to compromise with
his fellow Democrats, but he has no takers.
He and his Texas colleague, Sen. John Cornyn (R), together fashioned
a bill that changes the 2008 child-trafficking law so that unaccompanied
minors from Central America are treated just like ones from Mexico and
Canada by being asked if they want to voluntarily deport.
If not, they would need to go before a US immigration judge within a
week of being screened by Health and Human Services. The aim is to
speed up the judicial process — which can take years because of a backlog in the immigration courts.
Key Democrats in both Houses, child-advocate groups, and the Congressional Hispanic Caucus object to the change. They say that an armed
border patrol agent is not the right person to query a 15-year-old girl who
may have been abused about whether she wants to return to her country.
And seven days is completely inadequate to find counsel for a child migrant and determine the legitimacy of that migrant’s claim to stay in the
United States, they say.
In an interview with the Monitor, Mr. Cuellar said he’s open to giving
migrants more time to prepare their cases for a judge. “I’ve said 30 days,
45 days, 60 days. I’m willing to look at it, but I don’t want three to five
years.”
At a press conference Tuesday, Rep. Luis Gutierrez (D) of Illinois
rejected that idea. There are other ways to speed up adjudication without
endangering due process for children who have potentially suffered violence or are in danger of being returned to violent countries, he said.
It comes down to this, he said: “Had [House Republicans] simply
adopted the Senate bill, we would have the additional judges, the children would have the attorneys that they need, and we would never have
had this crisis on our border.”
Republicans beg to differ, blaming the crisis on the president for lax
enforcement of the border, an executive order that delays deportation for
certain children of illegal immigrants, and the trafficking law that was
never designed to handle a surge of tens of thousands of children.
“A strong majority of Americans think the 2008 anti-trafficking law
should be updated to speed up the process of returning unaccompanied
minors to their home countries. President Obama and many other Democrats were for changing the 2008 law before they were against it for political reasons,” said House Speaker John Boehner (R) of Ohio in a statement Tuesday.
“Here’s the bottom line,” he added. “The president and Senate Democrats want a blank check and billions of taxpayer dollars to spend, with
no accountability and no end to the border crisis. But they aren’t going to
get it.”
Who will pay for this stalemate? Right now, there’s more danger for
the president, says Professor Pitney. “When things go bad, people tend to
blame the incumbent administration.” On the other hand, “Republicans
have also shown a great talent for bungling domestic issues.”
The American public might have a different answer: The children from
Central America will pay. Nearly 70 percent of Americans believe the
migrants should be treated as refugees and allowed to stay in the U.S., if
it’s determined that it’s not safe for them to return home, according to the
Public Religion Research Institute poll.
How best to make that determination? Congress can’t decide.
*****
Francine Kiefer is the congressional correspondent for The Christian
Science Monitor, which she joined in 1980. She has a long journalistic
history in Washington, most recently as the Christian Science Monitor’s
commentary editor and an editorial writer, and before that as White House
correspondent — covering the administrations of Bill Clinton and George
W. Bush. In 1989, she reported on the fall of the Berlin Wall as the Monitor’s
correspondent in Germany. In her early career she was a business reporter.

HELP WANTED

Actors, Models, Extras!
New interviews for jobs in
Las Vegas area. Earn $17$165 hr. All ages & experience levels. 702-530-9176

accident who suspects any of the
above may be true should report
their suspicions to the police operator. Also understand that many who
are injured in an accident are not
aware of their injuries until a day
or two after the accident. This is
particularly true where the injuries
are soft-tissue injuries, which in
many cases can be more debilitating and longer lasting than something immediately apparent, like a
broken bone. Anyone who suspects
they may be injured should report
to the police that there are potential
injuries.
A police report, though inadmissible hearsay at trial, nonetheless
goes a long way to convince an insurance company that a given claim
should be covered. Having a police
officer who investigated the scene
declare that the other driver was at

fault is the easiest way to get an insurance company to take responsibility for the damages caused by its
insured driver.
If the police do not respond, no
police report will be prepared, and
a prudent person will, to the extent
possible, document as much as possible. That includes photographs of
the vehicles, the road conditions,
the scene of the accident itself, the
other driver, all passengers, road
signs, and everything else that will
help corroborate the location of the
accident, the injuries, the property
damage, and the cause of the accident.
Additionally, because it is not
uncommon for at-fault drivers to
admit fault at the scene of the accident but then deny fault (i.e. lie)
after they have had a chance to think
about the consequences, it is a good
idea to get the at-fault driver’s admission in some durable medium.
This can be accomplished by writing down a statement about what
happened and having the other
driver sign it or by taking a recorded
statement from the other driver
about what happened.
In Nevada, recording a private
conversation is a felony unless all
parties consent, and although Nevada courts have not had the opportunity to address whether an outdoor discussion constitutes a “pri-

vate conversation,” courts in other
jurisdictions generally agree that
there is no expectation of privacy
in public places outdoors. To be
sure the recording is not only legal,
but admissible evidence, it should
be done with the other party’s
knowledge and permission.
If there are witnesses to the accident, get their business cards or
at least their names and contact information. If time and circumstances permit, also take their written statements.
Even with all these precautions,
insurance companies will still
sometimes deny a claim if the insured insists that they were not at
fault. If this occurs, it is time to involve an attorney, particularly if
there are injuries. The same insurance companies that know that most
people are powerless on their own
to contest a denied claim also recognize that attorneys have the tools
at their disposal to hold insurance
companies accountable for paying
out on covered claims.
*****
Zachariah B. Parry is a civil litigation attorney and partner at his
firm, Pickard Parry Kolbe. He can
be reached at zach@ppk-law.com,
702-910-4300, or through his firm’s
website at www. pickardparry.com,
or
https://plus.google.com/
+ZachariahParry?rel=author

Senate Veterans’ Affairs Committee Chairman Sen. Bernie Sanders, I-Vt., left, joined by House Veterans’
Affairs Committee Chairman Rep. Jeff Miller, R-Fla., speaks during a news conference on Capitol Hill, in
Washington, Monday.

Kiefer

(Continued from Page 8)
cation that covered up long wait times?
“We have all been outraged by the manipulation of
waiting-time data and by the dishonesty of some VA
officials, and by the retaliation against whistle-blowers who tried to expose serious problems,” Senator
Sanders said at a press conference unveiling the agreement Monday. The bill gives the VA secretary new
authority to immediately remove incompetent senior
executives — without pay — while also providing
those who have been laid off a week to appeal, and
then a 21-day review period for a decision.
Q. Who is going to be the new head of the VA?
Robert McDonald, the former CEO of Proctor &
Gamble, has gotten a warm reception on the Hill and
is expected to be confirmed by the Senate this week.
Mr. McDonald is an Army veteran, and comes from a
family of veterans. At his Senate confirmation hearing last week, he cited cultural and moral challenges
at the VA, such as integrity, transparency, and accountability, in addition to the challenge of timely access to
care.
“The VA is in crisis. The veterans are in need. There
is a lot of work to do to transform the department and
it will not be easy, but it is essential and can be
achieved,” he said last week.
Q. What are the potential pitfalls with the compromise?
Spending is one. Because the long waiting times
are viewed as a current emergency, the bill relies on
emergency spending for funding. This could be a dealkiller among debt-conscious conservatives in the
House, but a nod has been made to them by finding $5
billion in VA offsets out of the total $17 billion.
Representative Miller jokingly told reporters he
comes from a sales background, and that he can de-

liver the sale — though it won’t be unanimous among
Republicans.
Ms. Kidder says the issue is less one of funding,
and much more of allocation — how money is spent
and how the VA is managed. The backlog problems
are occurring in a massive agency with an annual budget of more than $150 billion, she points out.
Another potential problem would be if, given the
choice, veterans choose to flee the VA — like parents
choose charter schools over public schools. But both
chairmen cited studies that show once veterans are inside the system, they are generally pleased with it. The
problem is getting timely access to the system.
Q. How did this agreement come about in such a
partisan climate?
Three things worked in favor of the deal: a national
crisis and scandal that called out for bipartisanship;
the strong desire to address this issue before the August recess; and the very issue of caring for America’s
veterans. Lawmakers may not be able to agree on immigrants, but they can usually find a way to rally around
those who have sacrificed to protect the nation.
Even at last week’s low point, both senators and
their staffs kept talking with each other. “We continued to communicate,” Miller said.
*****
Francine Kiefer is the congressional correspondent
for The Christian Science Monitor, which she joined
in 1980. She has a long journalistic history in Washington, most recently as the Christian Science Monitor’s
commentary editor and an editorial writer, and before
that as White House correspondent — covering the administrations of Bill Clinton and George W. Bush. In
1989, she reported on the fall of the Berlin Wall as the
Monitor’s correspondent in Germany. In her early career she was a business reporter.

Jahn

(Continued from Page 9)
‘Bad’ on a score sheet as we reviewed details or watched recreations of critical incidents.
I thought it was clear that the
near-fatal incident on Wyatt Street
was preventable. Sammie Clay shot
himself dead after the initial exchange of gunfire was prompted
when patrol officers forced entry.
This entry was highly questionable
from both the legal and tactical aspects. After an officer was grazed
with a bullet, and SWAT arrived
with a robot, things were handled
safely and the robot did a wonderful job and drastically reduced risks
to officers. The problem is that an
officer took a bullet in the scalp that
could have ended up in another
Metro officer fatality.
Now, keeping in mind the recent
news coverage about the police
supervisor’s union asking the Attorney General to investigate the Air
Support safety problems reported
by Lt. Gwain Guedry, take a look
at the email that I wrote in February of 2011 (one year before the
March 16, 2012 incident on Wyatt
Street).
From:
Norman
Jahn
[N2563J@LVMPD.COM]
Sent: Thursday, February 17,
2011 2:06 PM
To: CIRT
Subject: Barricaded Suspects vs
ACTIVE SHOOTER/MACTAC
Lt,
A few years ago, I exchanged email with Larry Burns because I
was noticing what seemed to be a
mindset from newer officers that
they felt they had to make entry into
hazardous situations. In the past,
we would not even have considered
making entry with patrol officers
into most of these situations. For
most of my career, we handled ‘barricaded subjects’ and ‘hostage situations’ by slowing the action, containing and isolating the scene, and
by calling SWAT and Crisis Negotiators.
In my second academy in 2004,
we did have ‘Active Shooter’ training and a video made by SWAT. This
was a few years before we started
hearing about Broken Arrow and
MACTAC. Some officers did not
seem to want to see the distinction
between an emergency entry to stop
an active shooter and a standard
barricade (even if the subject was
shooting inside his apartment or
residence). I don’t think they get that
much experience with ‘barricades’
because we now have 8 area commands and so many more officers.
My reason for communicating
with Lt. Burns (who was in charge
of SWAT at the time) was that I was
afraid that we might start seeing
newer officers getting injured because they seemed to think that we
expected them to stack up at a doorway and ‘go in’. We had a major
incident on Paradise Road that resulted in some officers being struck
by suspect bullets and I believe
there was discussion about why we
would have approached/attempted
to enter if it was not an “ACTIVE
SHOOTER.”
Now that we have had a couple
of years-worth of Broken Arrow/
MACTAC training... I see the lack
of clarification/understanding and
ACCEPTANCE by patrol officers as
being even a greater problem.
I know we have come up with
better definitions of ‘barricaded’
and other terminology but I saw an
example of this again yesterday at
AOST. Even though my group of 4
officers were told we were clearing
a building on a possible 406... we
‘stacked’ at the door and entered as
if we were doing a MACTAC response. We even had an officer grab
a shield that was behind a door and
we used it for the rest of our scenario. At the end, two officers
‘rolled’ into the room before they
saw a subject on a bed with nothing in his hands. Once they entered
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the suspect came up over a chair
and starting firing. The debriefing
by the AOST staff pointed to the fact
that almost everyone who has done
this building search scenario has
entered the room — rather than
calling out those inside!
They mentioned that your unit is
working on some of these officer
safety/lessons learned issues. I
thought that this would be a good
time for me to express my concerns
again. When I cover the distinctions
between ‘criminal’ events and ‘terrorist’ events or barricades vs. active shooters... I am getting feedback that leads me to believe that
many of our officers are going to
be making entry when we would
rarely, if ever, have made entry in
the past. I’m not sure if they have
more military training and experience or if they just have not had the
differences between the different
types of incidents clarified for them.
I don’t want them to think they are
EXPECTED to walk into gunfire or
a clearly dangerous situation —
when that is what we do NOT want
them to do. I also have concerns
that if we truly had a terrorist attack with multiple armed suspects
and several fatalities/many victims
(including police officers)... that we
can’t count on every member of every squad putting on their gear, responding on an actual MACTAC,
and going into what might be more
like a war zone than a traditional
police response. I don’t think that
every officer is going to enter the
fatal funnel with a handgun and
personal body armor... it might not
be within their ‘job description’...
I just wanted to let you know that
there is far too much confusion right
now and maybe the people at AOST
(or others) can provide some further information.
I’ve had guys wanting to enter
on 405Z calls were they see a shell
casing on the porch and there are
other examples where some officers seem to be willing to expose
themselves unnecessarily to dangers that we can deal with if we call
SWAT or use our robot, etc... Another aspect of this is the legality
of entering a property and how
much trouble we might have if
things go bad inside.
Norm
I was placed on relief of duty in
July of 2011 — less than six months
after writing this memo. I won’t
specify the details of a positive response I received at that time in order to try to prevent the department
from retaliating against current
members.
One report indicated that the
shooting of [name withheld] was
probably accidental as [the shooter]
could not have been able to identify her location on the living room
couch through the wall. The other
report called it an attempted murder of an 8-year-old who was
grazed in the face by a bullet.
Sammy Clay shot seven rounds,
including the one that he fired to
take his own life. Officers fired 29
times and did not strike Clay. Before the incident was over there
were143 officers, 67 detectives, and
10 administrators involved. One
officer (Miles) offered to do a
‘walk-thru’ after the shooting.
Here are some excerpts from the
reports:
The sergeant, after hearing units
at the scene had located blood outside the front door, ordered officers to force entry into the residence
and locate any injured persons. He
did not rescind this direction after
the event was updated to a domestic disturbance.
Officers ‘stacked’ and breached
the wood door... Officers went to
the station and got ‘breeching tools’
prior to making a forced entry.
Officers moved into the carport
area when the shooting started and
fired into the open door when
they had to cross in front of the

door again.
Officer struck on top of head
WHEN LOOKING IN.
Supervisor misinterpreted the
data which led to errors in decision
making...
Rookie officer committed errors
during his attempted entry into the
residence...
Field Training Officer was partly
responsible for some of the unsafe
tactics used by his trainee.
One officer’s use of deadly force
was outside the scope of the
LVMPD policy when he discharged
three rounds into the house without having an identifiable target...
(I have to wonder what Metro felt
about the other 26 rounds and how
this compared to over 600 rounds
fired years ago, many as ‘suppressive fire’ on Chartered Circle —
WITHOUT an identifiable target!!)
Officer was not provided time to
update the critical information that
Clay was the only one inside the
residence, armed and threatened to
kill anyone...
The supervisor had to complete
40 hours of critical incident review
training. Involved officers completed RBT and AOST specific to
AMBUSH situations and completed training in hi-risk entries and
related procedures... All officers
received enhancement regarding
officer safety tactics in approaches
to calls for service.
This matter was heard by the
Use of Force Review Board
(UoFRB) on July 2, 2012 and the
following recommendations were
made:
It was determined after the shots
were fired [that] the scene became
a barricade situation. (This is not
true, it was a barricaded subject
from the very beginning and the
reports indicate the sergeant misinterpreted data.)
The review found officer safety
was compromised when officers
failed to take time and ask further
questions, and resulted in them entering a residence with an armed
suspect, who previously showed a
propensity for violence. It was concluded had officers or supervisors
attempted to obtain information on
Clay’s location, this would have
informed them that he was alone in
the residence. Had this occurred,
officers might have recognized this
as a barricaded subject and
changed their tactical approach.
And this does not even begin to
address the legality of a forced entry into private premises. Had the
police killed Clay or had Clay killed
police, would everyone still want
to ignore the legality of the forced
entry — or make up ‘stories’ to justify it?
Please, Sheriff Gillespie... make
sure that officers know the difference between a barricaded suspect
(Stanley Gibson, Sharmel Edwards,
etc.) and an Active Shooter and that
they are NOT expected to ‘enter’
and potentially die because of failures that can be corrected and
should have already been corrected.
And sheriff candidates Burns and
Lombardo... could you discuss the
Best of the Badge honors and the
YouTube video in contrast to the
facts that LVMPD has made publicly available about the close call
on Wyatt Street? And if nobody will
take a stand, maybe ‘300’ will try
to use his platform as an experienced field lieutenant to encourage
officers to STAY ALIVE — and
convince them that the Best of
Metro is yet to come.
*****
Norm Jahn is a former LVMPD
lieutenant, who has also served as
a police chief in Shawano, Wisconsin, and has nearly 25 years of police experience. Jahn now contributes his opinions and ideas to help
improve policing in general, and in
Las Vegas in particular, through his
weekly column in the Las Vegas
Tribune.

Man can’t sue judge who
had affair with his wife
during child-support case

By Mace Yampolsky
A Michigan judge who admittedly had an affair with the wife of
a man in a child-support case (it
sounds like he was supporting
something else!) before his court
won’t have to face a federal civil
rights case, a U.S. appeals court has
ruled.
Calling the conduct of nowformer Wayne Circuit Judge Wade
McCree “often reprehensible,” a
three-judge panel of the 6th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals nonetheMACE YAMPOLSKY
less held the judicial immunity doctrine barred Robert King from seeking damages, the Detroit Free Press
reports.
King, who claims his due process rights were violated by McCree on
multiple occasions, can’t sue over the jurist’s judicial actions. And
McCree’s non-judicial actions aren’t responsible for the civil rights violations claimed by King, the panel explained in its opinion “Personal bias
alone of a judge—when not serving in a judicial function—does not create a due-process violation.”
Attorney Joel Sklar represents King and told the newspaper his client
intends to appeal the 6th Circuit ruling to the U.S. Supreme Court.
I’ve heard about being screwed by a judge, but this one takes the cake!
Mace J. Yampolsky is a Board Certified Criminal Law Specialist, 625
South Sixth St., Las Vegas, NV 89101; He can be reached at: Phone 702385-9777 or fax 702-385-300. His website is located at:
www.macelaw.com.

By The Duke of Fremont Street

The Adventure Continues!
MY VIEW ON CAPITAL PUNISHMENT!
Lately in the news there have been several people who have expressed
their desire to abolish capital punishment based on a variety of humanitarian reasons. Most recently there were several newscasts about the inhumane treatment of a convicted murderer that was executed in Texas by
lethal injection and how it took him over two hours to die. Many feel this
murderer’s civil rights were violated and his execution was a form of
cruel and unusual punishment. Not only have I always disagreed with
this point of view, I vehemently disagree with this point of view and I
totally disagree with the abolishment of capital punishment! Perhaps my
point of view is so passionate because I am a survivor of a horrendous
bloody and violent murder attempt and because I endured horrific torture
during this crime from the two convicted felons currently serving long
prison sentences. I have no empathy or sympathy for death row murderers whatsoever.
The very nature of their heinous crimes shows their contempt for society and humanity and their total disregard for another’s life. When they
callously take another life they take everything that person will ever have
and they leave behind grieving family and friends who will never recover
from their evil acts. Why should society be left with the burden of keeping these murderers alive year after year? What about the victim and the
victims’ family and friends? What about the violation of a victim’s civil
and Constitutional rights?
I am speaking up for the victims—you know, the ones that are no
longer here to tell how they met their violent deaths. The murdered victim isn’t here anymore to stand up for his or her rights. It’s impossible for
these poor souls to tell you of their devastating fear, the unimaginable
horror and in many cases the excruciating pain and suffering they experienced while being tortured, mutilated and eventually murdered. I ask you,
the reader, once again: what about them? Capital punishment and the
swift execution of these convicted murderers should not only be the law
of the land in theory, but in reality. The executions should be carried out
consistently, in a timely fashion, and most importantly, publicly! Yes, in
public! I believe a hail of bullets from a firing squad or a hangman’s
noose are quite appropriate forms of execution for the convicted murderer. Perhaps with public executions in the future, would-be murderers
might not be as enthusiastic about performing their murders when they
realize they will be seriously held accountable for their evil deeds!
And that is how I see it.
You can comment on The Duke of Fremont Street Facebook page.
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SEND YOUR ENVIRONMENTAL QUESTIONS TO:
EarthTalk, c/o E – The Environmental Magazine, P.O. Box
5098, Westport, CT 06881; earthtalk@emagazine.com. E is a
nonprofit publication. Subscribe: www.emagazine.com/subscribe; Request a Free Trial Issue: www.emagazine.com/trial.
Dear EarthTalk: I heard about
something called the Green Café
Network. What is it and what are
they trying to accomplish for the
environment? — Jane Stevenson,
Los Angeles, CA
The Green Café Network
(GCN), a project of the non-profit
Earth Island Institute, seeks to reduce Americans’ environmental
impacts by greening the coffeehouse industry and harnessing cafe
culture for community environmental awareness. By educating and
working with cafe owners and staff,
GCN helps network members reduce waste, save energy, conserve
water and increase community
stewardship. GCN’s 30-plus cafes
scattered across Northern California (as well as one in New York City
and another in Keshena, Wisconsin)
are committed to reducing their carbon footprints, promoting environmental responsibility and generally
operating in as sustainable a manner as possible.
The approach of the GCN is to
build on the influence of key institutions — cafes and Americans’ infatuation with coffee — to try to
raise environmental awareness and
spur individual action. The idea is
that when people see their local café
as a positive example of green business practices and community
building, there is a ripple effect, and
the community is strengthened accordingly.
For cafes interested in getting
involved, GCN provides personalized consulting services to help
owners reduce their ecological footprints, enhance and streamline their
operations, and set a visible good
example of environmental responsibility for the community at large.

Services can address specific areas
in need of attention, such as energy
and water conservation, waste reduction, toxics minimization and
eco-friendly purchasing, and also
overall efforts to green the business
from top to bottom. GCN can also
consult on green building issues in
the design, construction and remodel phases of a cafe’s lifecycle.
With a project tagline of “Love Our
Planet a Latte,” how could one not
love what GCN is doing?
Cafes and coffee shops can take
steps to align environmental considerations with business operations
even without membership in GCN.
The Barista Exchange website, for
one, offers a treasure trove of information and tips on greening up
cafes and coffee shops through energy and waste reduction, ecofriendly procurement and the sourcing of organic fair trade coffee. U.S.
coffee shops serve up about 25 million cups every day, so coffee shops
can make a huge difference by being green.
For its part, the nation’s leading
coffee retailer, Starbucks, has been
a pioneer in greening the coffee industry, and the company considers
environmental stewardship a priority. With dedicated programs for
increasing recycling, conserving
energy and water, sourcing greener
beans, using sustainable building
techniques and materials in new
stores, and offsetting carbon emissions, Starbucks has worked hard
to set a green example.
Of course, café owners and staff
aren’t the only ones responsible for
greening your coffee habit. You can
play a role too. One obvious place
to start is to bring in your own reusable mug to fill up on your fa-

Debt-for-nature swaps are agreements whereby a portion of a developing nation’s foreign debt is forgiven in
exchange for local investments in environmental conservation measures. Pictured: a Yellow Spotted River
Turtle in Bolivia’s Beni Biosphere Reserve, the location of the very first debt-for-nature swap, brokered by
the non-profit Conservation International in 1987.
vorite blend to cut down on paper many national governments and fallen somewhat out of favor. Some
cup waste. And requesting fair trade conservation groups have engaged experts argue that the financial bencoffee will help ensure living wages in similar types of debt-for-nature efits are overstated, that funds are
for coffee workers out in the fields swap negotiations, especially in misdirected to less needy countries,
and send a message to café owners tropical countries which contain that external debt is not a primary
that you value doing the right thing. diverse and threatened species of driver of deforestation and other
flora and fauna. Costa Rica has ex- environmental ills, and that fund*****
Dear EarthTalk: As I under- changed tens of millions of dollars ing does not necessarily equate to
stand it, “Debt-for-Nature Swaps” in debt to protect some of its most effective implementation of conserare arrangements by which coun- pristine and biologically productive vation strategies.
Criticism aside, some deals are
tries can erase debt by preserving rainforests.
In 1998 the U.S. government still getting done. In 2008, France
land. Are any being done today?
passed the Tropical Forest Conser- forgave $20 million in debt owed
— Bill Hunt, Topeka, KS
The debt-for-nature swap con- vation Act to codify debt-for-nature by Madagascar to help the
cept, whereby a portion of a devel- swaps, including formally welcom- biodiversity-rich nation triple the
oping nation’s foreign debt is for- ing non-profit groups like Conser- size of its protected areas to better
given in exchange for local invest- vation International, the Nature protect its native flora and fauna.
ments in environmental conserva- Conservancy, WWF and others to In 2010, the U.S. forgave $21 miltion measures, dates back to the help arrange the deals and oversee lion in Brazilian debt to fund sevmid-1980s when Thomas Lovejoy implementation of local initiatives. eral ecosystem protection initiatives
of the non-profit World Wildlife A 2010 Congressional Research in Brazil’s still vanishing tropical
Fund (WWF) first proposed it as a Service report found that since rainforests. The U.S. has also forway to deal with the problems of 1987, debt-for-nature swaps have given debt from the Philippines,
developing nations’ indebtedness channeled upwards of $1 billion Guatemala and Peru in recent years
and the negative consequences for toward tropical forest conservation in exchange for on-the-ground contheir natural resources and diverse initiatives instead of back into servation efforts. Germany and the
Netherlands have each forgiven
creditor nations’ coffers.
environments.
But far fewer deals are occurring some of their foreign debt to tropiSince the first swap was
brokered with Bolivia (to protect its today for a number of reasons. For cal nations for forest protection as
Beni Biosphere Reserve and adja- one, says the Congressional Re- well. So while debt-for-nature
cent areas) by the non-profit Con- search Service, other agreements swaps are not as popular as they
servation International in 1987, for debt restructuring and cancella- once were, they are still a key tool
tion have reduced developing na- in the toolbox of environmentalists
tions’ debt by significantly more looking to promote conservation in
than debt-for-nature swaps can. tropical countries.
*****
Another is that the concept has

The Green Café Network (GCN), a project of Earth Island Institute, seeks to green the coffeehouse industry
and harness cafe culture for community environmental awareness. Pictured: San Francisco’s Border Lands
Cafe, a GCN member.

lasvegasprintingcenter@gmail.com
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Film Review: “Watch Out for the Elephant”
By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
Photos by
“Watch Out for the Elephant”
Imagine you are driving on the
freeway and suddenly you do not
believe your eyes, there is a lion
attacking the cars. You just better
get out of the lion’s way because
exotic animals are now roaming
around the United States. We do not
have jungles near our cities but
there are a large number of exotic
animals that are loose and running
wild.
What if a policeman receives a
telephone call about a cougar in a
restaurant’s parking lot? The police
have specialized training to handle
criminals in many types of situations but not cougars, elephants, lions, alligators, chimpanzees, and
many other exotic animals.
These animals are cute when
they are young but some grow up
to be adults of 500 pounds or more.
There are incidents where tigers or
other exotic animals escaped, killed
a young child and critically injured
others. The police were forced to
shoot the animal.
A new documentary film has the
perfect title, “Elephant in the Liv-

Ohio Police Officer
Tim Harrison
ing Room,” is exactly what has
been happening.
Ohio Police Officer Tim
Harrison explained, “You don’t
have to travel to India to see a tiger, they are in the USA. We wish
we wouldn’t have to produce a film
like this, wish people would leave
exotic animals in the wild. Exotic
Animal Auctions attract thousands
of people around the United States
with Ohio and Missouri as the biggest offenders. Unaccredited breeders and dealers will sell exotic animals to anybody without asking any
questions. After adopting these exotic animals, most people are not
aware that 99 percent of veterinarians would not treat them. If the
person does not want to keep their
animals after they mature the only
way to get rid of the animals is to
turn them loose.”
I always wanted to have a monkey as a pet but due to zoning laws
and the condo association probably
wouldn’t approve. The famous
Siegfried and Roy are an excellent
example. After many years of being in close contact, one of the
tiger’s natural instincts took over.

I have visited Siegfried and
Roy’s home here in Las Vegas and
saw the tigers lying on the couch
and roaming freely around the
rooms.
Tim doesn’t think the exotic animals can be domesticated, “They
could turn anytime without warning. We don’t know what triggers
this behavior. They were not meant
to live in a house, exotic animals
were meant to hunt and kill.”
The scenes in “The Elephant in
the Living Room” were exciting as
we watched the police try to capture several exotic animals. These
animals were very difficult to catch.
I enjoyed the scenes of the cougar
licking a man’s hand and playing
ball.
One of the most tender moments
of the film, a man was crying because he had to get rid of his lions.
When I watched the film, I was
amazed and never realized there
was such a problem here in the
United States. The scenes were so
vivid and so exciting. In preparation for the film, Director Michael
Weber rode with Officer Tim
Harrison for two years around the
inner city and suburbs of Ohio
towns. These scenes are the actual
footage of the incidents with real
wild animals.
My “Las Vegas Today Show”
was taped “on location” at the Continental Hotel with a live audience
for seven years and, in addition to
the stars of the Las Vegas strip, my
guests would often include the animal trainers from the Stardust and
Dunes Hotel’s spectacular production shows.
One trainer brought his cougar
which enjoyed munching on my
microphone. I did not argue and just
got out another one for me. There
is a thrill being close to an exotic
animal, but I was very happy the
trainer was near.
I could see the fascination the
public has with these beautiful animals. It all began in 1995, when the
reality television program “Animal
Planet” aired a story about people
raising exotic animals in their
homes. You have to realize these are
dangerous wild animals that could
tear up a home or maul a person in
minutes.
Tim feels, “People do not know
the truth. Wild animals on television or in shows are given something to take the edge off and their
teeth and claws are surgically altered. Over 30 states allow the ownership of snakes, pythons, bears,
and other predatory pets. It is ridiculous to bring a cobra, viper, or other
poisonous snake into your home.
Not only can most of these animals
harm you and your family, but also
the neighbors and if it escapes, no
one can stop an elephant.”
Winner of four Best Documentary Awards, “The Elephant in the
Living Room” film’s premier is
being held at Grumman’s Chinese
Theater in California, and will open
across the United States.
For additional information visit
www.theelephantinthelivingroom.com/
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The F.I.O.R.E. celebrates
10 years of nothingness

By the Las Vegas Tribune Roving Reporter
All over the country there are many organizations that
pride themselves on being the best at some specific thing.
They boast by claiming to be great at this or that and spend
fortunes advertising their capabilities or accomplishment. But
nowhere in the world, including Henderson, of course, has
any organization, club, society or group of people united by
one common cause, ever been able to celebrate Nothingness.
The Non Club Club F.I.O.R.E. (Fun Italians Organizing
Ridiculous Events) has, proudly and openly, done just that.
F.I.O.R.E. is an organization about nothing. No board of
directors, no statutes, no by-laws, just nothing. The group
does not sell, promote, represent, advocate or endorse any
product, cause or what have you. While they are about nothing, they do offer so much more. F.I.O.R.E. offers camaraderie, humor and a good time... a really good time.
F.I.O.R.E. meetings are held once a month at the Italian
American Club (RSVPs are a must). To attend any meeting
you must be invited by an active member. Some of the top
leaders in the community, celebrities, politicians, surgeons,
etc. have gladly accepted the invitation and many have taken
the opportunity to be the Guest Speaker at one of their events.
Every man to join is a President, his wife is a First Lady
and all single ladies are Ambassadors. (No Interns.) Even
though the group is about nothing, they do have standards
and they warn every new member that eating pizza with knife
and fork will get you booted out of the club.
While the group hold many great meetings and events
throughout the year, July is the month when this group of,

otherwise normal, Las Vegans celebrate the non-club club’s
successful existence of doing absolutely nothing, but doing
it with excellence. This July marked the 10th Anniversary of
F.I.OR.E and it was quite a party.
The guest speakers for the August meeting, on Thursday

the 14th, will be Sue and Paul Lowden.
To learn more about this group, visit their web site:
www.nonclubclubfiore.com and go to their “About Us” page.
The F.I.O.R.E. is definitely not for everyone, but it could be
just what is missing in your life.

It is always nice to see entertainer
President Bill Acosta attending an event.

Pretty and talented Pia Zadora entertained.

President Don Harten about to be “kabonged”
by Ambassador Joan Tate.

President and originator of the F.I.O.R.E., entertainer Nelson Sardelli and his “main and only squeeze,”
Ambassador Lorraine Thompson, displaying the array of FIORE cakes.

While Multi-talented Karon Blackwell sings to her husband Marty,
Nelson seems to be saying: “May I have this dance?”

Smiles everywhere. Sherri Feliciano and Spike Measer with Marty Allen.

Ambassadors Pietra Sardelli and Lorraine Thompson and guests, obviously enjoying
the sounds of President, Grammy award winner, Gary Anderson.
By the reactions, he must play great and funny.

President and First Lady, Nicholas and Sylvia FIORE,
also celebrating their 54th Wedding Anniversary.
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President and writer/comedian Dion Veranazzarro shares
some humor. His name will never fit in any of the
marquises... and that is not funny.

Here is Gary, again spreading more joy to Brazilian jazz singer Patty Ascher
and her personal husband Anthony Lewis, son of the legendary Jerry Lewis.

The Maestro, Genius Artie Schroeck joined the Gary Anderson
ensemble with Joe Darro and Jimmy Racey. All Presidents.

It is a tough job... but someone has to do it.

Like it or not, Pia Zadora was serenaded.

Lovely Patty Ascher sang
cool Brazilian songs.

Veteran Las Vegas entertainer, President Peter Anthony, who could
not get his tuxedo out of the cleaners on time for the event, amazes
the attendees with humor, gaiety and fashion statements.

Everybody wants to get in the act.

Former big band singer
Stan Kass sang some
oldies but goodies.

Somebody, please, hold that tiger.

First Lady and Empress Linda
November performed... out of
the goodness of the heart.

Karon Blackwell, in top form.

Marty Allen kibitzing with Nelson causes guffaws from the crowd.
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Viva Veracuz! The Show at Planet Hollwood

By Mike Kermani
Las VegasTribune
The story of a traveler’s walk
through the legends and colorful
history of Veracruz, Mexico Viva
Veracuz! The Show will now premiere at the PH Showroom inside
Planet Hollywood Resort & Casino
on Monday, August 11 at 7 p.m.
An amazing adventure told with
spectacular dance and music, traditional and modern elements,
artisanal handicrafts and cuttingedge technology, Viva Veracuz! The
Show was commissioned by the
state government of Veracruz,
Mexico.
Produced by renowned Mexican
producer Luis De Llano-Stevens
and long-time producer Alex
Esqueda, Viva Veracuz! The Show
creates a remarkable stage production as an homage to the “Son
Jarocho” or folklore, songs, music
and dance of Veracruz.
Divided into 12 choreographed
dance numbers, the show is composed of a series of vignettes, delicately interlaced in a rich, dynamic
and eclectic program. The music is
a combination of original compositions and traditional songs such as
the world-famous “La Bamba.”
Salsa, Danzon, contemporary dance
and, of course, Jarocho, the original Veracruz dance, confront each
other, resulting in a beautiful combination of cultures and traditions.
Viva Veracuz! The Show: Thursday through Tuesday, beginning
Monday, August 11, all shows begin at 7 p.m.
Viva Veracuz! The Show will
perform inside the PH Showroom
at Planet Hollywood Resort & Casino Thursday through Tuesday, beginning Monday, August 11. All
shows begin at 7 p.m. Tickets are
$39 and $69 plus tax and applicable
fees. An exclusive VIP package is
also offered for $99 plus tax and
applicable fees, which includes a
VIP ticket, poster and entry for the
chance to win a round trip vacation
to Mexico.
A limited buy-one-get-one promotion is available for Las Vegas
locals with a valid ID. Tickets can
be purchased in-person at the Planet
Hollywood Box Office or through
Ticketmaster at (800) 745-3000 or
ticketmaster.com. Guests must be
five years or older. For more information and a complete show schedule,
visit
www.VivaVeracruzTheShow.com.
Viva Veracuz! The Show will
perform inside the PH Showroom
at Planet Hollywood Resort & Casino Thursday through Tuesday, beginning Monday, August 11. All
shows begin at 7 p.m. Tickets are
$39 and $69 plus tax and applicable
fees.
An exclusive VIP package is
also offered for $99 plus tax and applicable fees, which includes a VIP

ticket, poster and entry for the
chance to win a round trip vacation
to Mexico. A limited buy-one-getone promotion is available for Las
Vegas locals with a valid ID.
Tickets can be purchased in-person at the Planet Hollywood Box
Office or through Ticketmaster at
(800) 745-3000 or go to
ticketmaster.com. Guests must be
five years or older.
For more information and a
complete show schedule, visit
www.VivaVeracruzTheShow.com.
*****
An evening of Pop and
Doo Woop at Suncoast
Acclaimed pop and doo wop acts
will take the stage for “An Evening
of Pop and Doo Wop” at the
Suncoast Showroom August 23 and
24.
Jay Seigel’s Tokens are best
known for their doo wop hits, “The
Lion Sleeps Tonight” and “Tonight
I Fell in Love.” The group later expanded into being the first vocal
group to help produce singles for
other artists, contributing to huge
hits like 1962’s “He’s So Fine” by
the Chiffons.
Later productions include Tony
Orlando and Dawn, The Happenings, Randy and The Rainbows, and
Robert John. In addition to their
contributions to pop music, members of the group have worked on
advertising jingles for Clairol, General Foods, Wrigley’s gum, Sunkist,
Wendy’s and more.
Best known for the 1962 single
“Peppermint Twist,” which hit #1
on the U.S. charts and was awarded
a gold disc by Dick Clark of American Bandstand, Joey Dee and the
Starliters have become a staple in
the rock, rhythm and doo wop
genres.
Additionally, Joey Dee and The
Starliters filmed the movie “Hey,
Let’s Twist,” which showcased
singles including “Shout - Part I;”
a track that reached #6 on the U.S.
charts, sold over one million copies, and earned the group their second gold disc. Members include
Joey Dee, Dave Brigati, Ronnie
Dee and Jamie Lee
Female rock ‘n’ roll group The
Angels are widely known for their
1963 #1 hit single “My Boyfriend’s
Back.” Additional chart topping hits
include “‘Til” and “Cry Baby Cry.”
The group, formed by two “Jersey”
girls, is currently portrayed in the
Broadway musical “Jersey Boys.”
The Angels lineup includes original members Jiggs Allbut Sirico and
Peggy Santiglia Davison, along
with Jiggs’ daughter, Karalyn Hugo.
Showtime each evening is 7:30
p.m. Tickets are available from
$15.95, plus tax and fees. Tickets
can be purchased at any Boyd Gaming box office, by calling
702.636.7075, or visiting
www.suncoastcasino.com.

*****
Groundation at
New Brooklyn Bowl
Brooklyn Bowl Las Vegas is
thrilled to announce Groundation
live at Brooklyn Bowl Las Vegas,
Thursday, Aug. Doors 7:00 p.m.,
Show 9:00 p.m.
Tickets go on sale Friday, June
20 @ 10:00 a.m.
Tickets are available online at
WWW.TICKETFLY.com
Also
at
vegas.brooklynbowl.com or to
charge tickets by phone, call (877)
987- 64 87. Tickets available at the
Brooklyn Bowl Las Vegas box office open everyday at 12 noon. General Admission tickets are $16.50
plus applicable service charges.
Ages 18 and over with ID welcome.
Bursting forth from their underground status, Groundation has
taken the music world by storm.
Capturing the essence and drive of
true roots reggae, the widely renowned band takes the art form to
new heights by blending elements
of jazz, funk, salsa, soul and transcendental dub in a progressive
amalgam of sound all their own.
Groundation’s origins are in the
jazz program of California’s
Sonoma State University where, in
the fall of 1998, Harrison Stafford
(guitar/lead vocals), Ryan Newman
(bass) and Marcus Urani (keyboards) began their artistic collaboration, developing both their musicianship and their global outlook.
It was there that Stafford taught
the first accredited class in the California state university system on the
History and Culture of Reggae Music. Around this core, the group has
evolved to include some of the most
respected cross-over instrumentalists on the West Coast, along with

This Week
in Las Vegas
By Mike Kermani
harmonies from vocalists Kim
Pommell and Sherida Sharpe —
both from Kingston, Jamaica —
giving the band an incredibly full
and deep live presentation.
2014 sees Groundation turn its
sites back to the homeland with
their first coast-to-coast North
American tour in over six years.
Though the band has not toured the
US nearly as much over the past
few years due to their meteoric rise
in Europe, South America and
Oceania, the build- up of energy for
the band’s return to the States is
palpable and these upcoming concerts are certain to be events that
are not to be missed.
ABOUT BROOKLYN BOWL:
Brooklyn Bowl Las Vegas is the
brand’s third location. The original
location
opened
in
the
Williamsburg neighborhood of
Brooklyn in 2009 in the former
Hecla Iron Works building (built in
1882) and was the first L.E.E.D.
certified bowling alley in the world.
The second Brooklyn Bowl location opened in January 2014 at the
O2 in London, and was hailed by
the London Evening standard as a
“...wonderland of food, drink, music and pins.”
Brooklyn Bowl has hosted a diverse range of acts, including no-

Groundation at New Brooklyn Bowl

table reggae performances by The
Green and SOJA with MAGIC!
In summer 2014 Brooklyn Bowl
Las Vegas will also see performances by prominent reggae artists
including The Waiters, Jimmy Cliff
and J Boog with Rebel SoulJahz
and Anuhea. Named Zagat’s “Best
Music Venue — New York City”
for three consecutive years (as well
as “Best Bowling Alley” and “Best
Brooklyn Venue”) and one of the
best clubs in America by Rolling
Stone.
Eater described their menu as
“epic,” while the New Yorker hailed
the club’s unprecedented combination of top-flight music, beer, bowling, and food as “like nailing a spare
on a four-ten split.”
For additional information about
Brooklyn
Bowl,
visit
www.brooklynbowl.com.
If you would like to be added to
our email list for first information
about upcoming shows email
L a s Ve g a s N e w s l e t t e r @
BrooklynBowl.com.
*****
Mike Kermani is an entertainment writer for the Las Vegas Tribune newspaper. He writes a weekly
column in this newspaper. To contact Mike Kermani, email
mkermani@ lasvegas tribune.com
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No such thing as a sure thing, but...

JOE LANO
By Jerry Fink
Las Vegas Tribune
Fans of the Great American
Song Book can’t miss with the Labor Day Weekend in the Piazza
Lounge at the Tuscany Hotel.
Famed guitarist Joe Lano joins
the Nik at Nite Trio for an evening’s
tribute to Cy Coleman and Irving
Berlin.
Music is from 7:30 p.m. to 11:30
p.m. on Aug. 31.
*****
MICHAEL GRIMM, et al,
AT M RESORT SPA CASINO
THIS AUGUST
M Resort Spa Casino in Las Vegas announces the entertainment
lineup at several of its top-notch
venues in August.
Season five winner of
“America’s Got Talent” Michael
Grimm will return to Ravello
Lounge on Friday nights in August,
backed by his soulful ensemble,
The Grimm Band. Fans can also
catch live performances by Ashley
Red, Envy, San Fernando, Nitro and
JAMM. Ravello Lounge offers a
vibrant social atmosphere, lively
music, attractive cocktails and
bottle service on Friday and Saturday nights. There is no cover charge
with a two drink minimum purchase and guests can get 2-for-1
Ciroc martinis Fridays and Saturdays from 9 p.m. until 2 a.m.
Guests will celebrate the Spirit
of ’45 with a free concert at the M
Pavilion on Saturday, Aug. 16. Rich
Natole and Gary Anthony will cohost the entertainment spectacular
with two big shows featuring headliners Dennis Bono, Lorraine Hunt
Bono, Frankie Scinta, Eric Jordan
Young, The Las Vegas Tenors, Dangerous Curves, Genevieve Dew,
Donny Ray Evins and Denise Rose.
Doors open at 1 p.m. Show times
are 2 p.m. and 3:45 p.m. Admission
is free and tickets are available on
a first-come, first-served basis. For
more
information
visit
www.spiritof45nevada.org or call
702-251-4441.
On Saturday, Aug. 30, legendary comedian Sammy Shore will
surprise guests during Justin
Shandor’s Ultimate Elvis Tribute
concert at the M Pavilion. Performing alongside his live, 12-piece
band, Shandor, named “The
World’s Ultimate Elvis” by
Graceland and winner of the Elvis
Presley Enterprises Top Elvis Tribute Artist contest, will astonish audiences as he embraces the King
with his uncannily similar appearance paired with his pitch-perfect
sound. Shore, known the world
over as Elvis Presley’s favorite comedian and “The Man Who Made
Elvis Laugh” will delight Elvis aficionados with a special cameo. On
sale now, tickets are priced at $25,
$30, $36 and $42, plus tax and fees.
The concert begins at 7 p.m. and
doors open at 6 p.m. Tickets can be
purchased at the M Box Office, by
phone 800-745-3000 or at
Ticketmaster.com.
*****
UPDATED LISTING INFORMATION FOR VIVA
VERACRUZ! THE SHOW AT
PLANET HOLLYWOOD
The story of a traveler’s walk
through the legends and colorful
history of Veracruz, Mexico, Viva
Veracruz! The Show will now premiere at the PH Showroom inside
Planet Hollywood Resort & Casino
on Monday, August 11 at 7 p.m.
Divided into 12 choreographed
dance numbers, the show is composed of a series of vignettes, delicately interlaced in a rich, dynamic
and eclectic program.
The music is a combination of
original compositions and traditional songs such as the world-famous “La Bamba.” Salsa, Danzon,
contemporary dance and, of course,
Jarocho, the original Veracruz
dance, confront each other, resulting in a beautiful combination of

cultures and traditions.
Viva Veracruz! The Show will
perform Thursday through Tuesday, beginning Monday, August
11.All shows begin at 7 p.m. inside
the PH Showroom at Planet Hollywood Resort & Casino Thursday
through Tuesday, beginning Monday, August 11. All shows begin at
7 p.m. Tickets are $39 and $69 plus
tax and applicable fees. An exclusive VIP package is also offered for
$99 plus tax and applicable fees,
which includes a VIP ticket, poster
and entry for the chance to win a
round trip vacation to Mexico. A
limited buy-one-get-one promotion
is available for Las Vegas locals
with a valid ID. Tickets can be purchased in-person at the Planet Hollywood Box Office or through
Ticketmaster at (800) 745-3000 or
ticketmaster.com. Guests must be
five years or older. For more information and a complete show schedule,
visit
www.VivaVeracruzTheShow.com.
*****
FIRST FRIDAY LAS VEGAS
IS BACK, AUGUST 1
The largest arts and culture festival in the Western United States,
returns from taking a month hiatus
with an all-new, fully-immersive
experience, “Wonderland ” on Friday, August 1. “Wonderland” is designed to explore the scope of fantasy, surrealism and all things that
inspire awe and wonder. It also
marks the first time local artists are
solely responsible for creating and
executing the event content. Beginning with the August event, downtown Las Vegas visitors can enjoy
the new Container Park shuttle stop
for additional ease to and from First
Friday.
In late June, First Friday Las
Vegas announced a call for submissions encouraging artists of all
types to apply with a detailed description of their “Wonderland”
concept to activate at the August
First Friday event. After receiving
more than 50 submissions, the
curation team at First Friday narrowed down the applicants to 14 of
the best the Las Vegas’ arts community has to offer. Of the 14 artists participating in “Wonderland,”
one will win the grand prize — a
$10,000 commission for a subsequent work or performance to be
completed specifically for First Friday Las Vegas and be on public display for an extended period.
Artists participating in First Friday Las Vegas presents “Wonderland” include:
Led by Phineas T. Kastle, the
Las Vegas Steampunk Guild presents Steampunk Wonderland —
taking the beloved Lewis Carroll
novel “Alice in Wonderland” and
giving it a steampunk style. The
Guild is set to present seven different features including the ‘Mad
Hatter’s Tea Party,’ a theatrical performance celebrating high tea in
steampunk style; ‘Drink Me,’ a performance-based attraction including a 23-piece Dixieland jazz band;
‘Eat Me,’ including a performance
by the Sin City Steampunk Dolls
at 8:30 p.m.; an archway, the perfect photo backdrop demonstrating
the creativity, ingenuity and design
skills of local steampunk makers;
a Hot Air Balloon Symbolizing the
wonder of escaping gravity; a giant three-dimensional art sculpture
featuring the infamous smoking
caterpillar perched on a toadstool
mushroom; and finally, the
‘Cardsmen in the Rose Garden,’ a
theatrical performance by guild
members based on one of the most
iconic scenes from the Carroll classic.
First Friday sponsor Star Nursery invites guests of all ages to experience their life-sized fairy garden complete with live plants, lights
and a lot of whimsy.
Featured on “America’s Got Talent,” acrobats & hand-to-hand artists, the Kristef Brothers , embody
the playful and obnoxious twins
Tweedledee and Tweedledum while
performing for the crowds.
Open 5 p.m. — 11 p.m. For
more information on First Friday
Las Vegas, please check the website
www.firstfridaylasvegas.com, the
Facebook
page
www.facebook.com/
firstfridaylasvegas or on twitter at
@firstfridaylv.
*****
SMASH MAGAZINE
PRESENTS YELLOWMAN
AT BACKSTAGE BAR
& BILLIARDS
Smash Magazine presents

reggae artist Yellowman with Ras
Kronik and Najja Dread on Monday, August 11 at Backstage Bar &
Billiards (601 E. Fremont. St. Las
Vegas). Doors open at 7:30 p.m.
with the show beginning at 8:30
p.m. Tickets are $16 in advance,
$21 day of show, plus any service
charges. Tickets are on sale now
and can be purchased online at
www.smashmagazine.com or
www.ticketfly.com. The show is
21+ with valid ID.
*****
COMEDIAN MATT KAZAM
TO STAR IN ‘40 IS NOT THE
NEW 20’ AT RIVIERA
The renowned Riviera Hotel &
Casino is proud to welcome 40 Is
Not the New 20 to the award-winning Riviera Comedy Club. A hilarious, one-man production starring veteran comedian Matt Kazam,
40 Is Not the New 20 is a comedic
celebration of the knowledge and
experience that can only be gained
with age. 40 Is Not the New 20 will
premiere at Riviera Hotel & Casino
on Monday, August 25 at 10 p.m.
40 Is Not the New 20 will be
performed inside the Riviera Comedy Club at Riviera Hotel Casino
Monday through Saturday, beginning Monday, August 25. All shows
begin at 10 p.m. Tickets are $40
plus tax and applicable fees. Tickets are currently on sale and can be
purchased in-person at the Riviera
Box Office or through Ticketmaster
at
(800)
745-3000
or
www.ticketmaster.com. Guests
must be 18 years or older. For more
information,
please
visit
www.RivieraHotel.com
or
www.mattkazam.com. Find Riviera
Hotel & Casino on Facebook and
follow on Twitter.
*****
DESCEND INTO THE
HAVANA UNDERWORLD
IN AUGUST
This August, Havana becomes
the focus of special programming
at The Mob Museum, The National
Museum of Organized Crime and
Law Enforcement. On Saturday,
August 9 at 1 p.m., author and noted
Mob expert Scott Deitche will
present “The Havana Underworld:
Mafia Influence from Tampa to
Cuba.” He will sign his books, “Cigar City Mafia: A Complete History
of the Tampa Underworld,” “Balls:
The True Life of Eddie Trascher,
Gentleman Gangster” and “The Si-

lent Don: The World of Santo
Trafficante, Jr.,” after the presentation.
Deitche’s presentation at the
Museum follows “Hot Havana
Nights,” a vibrant celebration of
Cuban music, entertainment, cuisine and culture, which takes place
Thursday, August 7 from 6 to 10
p.m. Hot Havana Nights is presented in collaboration with the
Cuban Heritage Foundation and the
Las Vegas Latin Chamber of Commerce and recreates a world when
the Mob ruled Havana.
Havana was the first Vegas. Lavish casinos and exciting nightclubs
transformed the tropical city into a
top tourist destination, and a haven
for the Mafia. From Lucky Luciano
to Meyer Lansky, and Mob families from Pittsburgh to Chicago, the
American underworld was deeply
entrenched in pre-Castro Cuba. But
few crime figures loomed as large
as Santo Trafficante, Jr., boss of the
Tampa Mob. Deitche’s talk will
examine the Mafia in Cuba through
the influence of the Tampa Mob,
from their early forays into Havana
in the 1930s, to Trafficante’s reign
over the casinosand beyond, to the
Mafia-CIA plots to assassinate Fidel Castro.
The event is free for museum
members or with paid admission.
*****
THE IMPROV AT HARRAH’S:
JULY 29-AUG 3
The world-famous Improv at
Harrah’s Las Vegas is the longestrunning comedy club on the Las
Vegas Strip. The Improv’s ability to
showcase young comedians, as well
as bring in big names, has attributed to its longevity and success .
Each week, The Improv showcases some of the funniest and
freshest faces in comedy, creating
a show that is always unique and
definitely funny. The comedians
who will perform July 29-Aug 3
are:

Skyler Stone: Actor, comedian
and writer Skyler Stone is best
known for his role in “Con”, which
ran on Comedy Central. Stone got
his start in comedy opening for Jay
Mohr and eventually began hosting
shows including Laugh Factory’s
College Night and MTV’s 25th anniversary party. He currently plays
a supporting role in the FOX series
“Raising Hope”.
Lukas Seely: Lukas Seely is
known for his comedic poise and
contagious laugh he brings to the
stage. Seely has opened for comedians such as Dane Cook, Damon
Wayans, Shawn Wayans, Ron
White, Bill Burr, Greg Giraldo and
Jeffery Ross, to name a few. In
2010, Lukas performed his standup on Showtime’s “Louie Anderson
Presents.”
Tracey MacDonald: Comedian
Tracey MacDonald exploded in to
the comedy scene from CBS’
“NEW Star Search” with host
Arsenio Hall. MacDonald is an international headliner and has recently been heard on “Bob and Tom
Radio.” MacDonald has also appeared on “Comedy TV,” “Gossip
Queens,” “Comics Unleashed,”
“CBS Early Show” and the “Hollywood E! Network Celebrity
Slimdowns.”
Shows are at 8:30 p.m. and 10
p.m. Tuesday through Sunday.
Tickets are $29.05 or $44.95 (plus
applicable taxes and fees) for VIP
tickets that include special seating,
an Improv t-shirt and post-show
meet-and-greet with the comics.
Special two-for-one tickets are also
available for locals for the 10 p.m.
show. Tickets are available at
Harrah’s Box Office (702-3695223)
and
online
at
www.harrahslasvegas.com.
Jerry Fink is an entertainment
columnist for the Las Vegas Tribune
newspaper and writes a weekly column. To contact Jerry Fink, email
him at jfink@ lasvegastribune.com.
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Interview with Robert O’Brien
Executive Chef, The Steak House, Circus Circus Hotel

By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
Photos supplied by MGM
International, the desserts photo
by Sandy Zimmerman
Executive Chef Robert O’Brien,
with the award-winning The Steak
House Restaurant, discussed the
reasons for their success.
“We purchase Midwestern
choice beef from the heart of the
corn belt in Nebraska. The cattle are
raised on grass the first six months
and finished on corn for 180 days.
“The Steak House utilizes more
than only one process, we dry age
and wet age the beef. Using both
takes the meat to another level. Our
meat is wet-aged from 21 to 28 days
then dry-aged for another 21-28
days.
“We follow old-school traditions
serving big portions cooked on a
Mesquite charcoal grill. The flavor
imparted into a good aged-steak and
the steaks appearance is much better than cooking over a gas grill.
“Another big part of our success,
the longevity of the employees. The
cooks, the waitresses and waters
have all been working here 20-28
years. They are happy employees
who know how to treat our guests.
“All of these reasons combined
with the way we cook the meat
make the Steak House an unforgettable dining experience.”
Serving from 200-300 dinners a
night, the Steak House has been
pleasing their guests for more than
32 years.
The Exhibition Kitchen is in the
center of the restaurant allowing
guests to watch the chef turning the
steaks with the flickering flames..
The Steak House only serves
dinners, there are no ala carte meals.
The dinners include the entrée, soup
or salad, vegetable, choice of potato and freshly baked breads. The
dinner prices range from chicken
breast at $30 to twin Australian lobster tails at $79. The New York strip,
porterhouse, rib eye, Filet Mignon
and prime ribs dinners range from
$43 to $53.
Executive Chef Robert O’Brien
oversees all of Circus Circus
Hotel’s restaurants.
For reservations or information,
call (702) 794-3767.
The Steak House Restaurant is
located inside Circus Circus Hotel
& Casino, 2880 Las Vegas Boulevard.
*****
Award
winning
Sandy
Zimmerman has been involved in
producing television programs, TV
commercials, and travel specials
for 28 years. Sandy is a syndicated
show and dining reviewer, travel
writer, professional photographer
and talk show host of the Las Vegas Today Show and Discover the
Ultimate Vacation travel specials.
For information or questions about
Sandy’s columns, contact Sandy
Zimmerman at P. O. Box #750211,
Las Vegas, NV. 89136. SUGGESTIONS: Do you have a favorite inn,
hotel, or resort in the United States
or around the world? Why does it
appeal to you? Please send your
suggestion explaining the reasons
for your choice, your name, telephone number, e-mail address, and
you may win free show tickets or
other prizes. P. O. Box #750211,
Las Vegas, NV. 89136.

Robert O’Brien
Executive Chef
The Steak House

The Steak House Restaurant, inside Circus Circus Hotel

Desserts photo by Sandy Zimmerman
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To Know
SOCIAL SECURITY AWARENESS

By Dr Nina Radcliff

Anesthesia

By Dr. Nina Radcliff
Las Vegas Tribune
Former President George W. Bush recently had knee surgery. As an
anesthesiologist, I am a doctor that specializes in putting patients to sleep
for surgical procedures. Naturally, I was curious as to what type of anesthesia he received.
Over the many years, I have had the privilege to care for our parents,
children, vice presidents, and rock stars. And they all share a common
denominator: questions and concerns about “going under” or “getting
knocked out.” Oftentimes, the patient meets their anesthesiologist for the
first time on the morning of surgery. There is a tremendous amount of
information that needs to be transferred in a short period of time in order
to provide the best care.
Surgeries (and many procedures) often utilize anesthesia services to
provide some combination of unconsciousness, sedation, and/or amnesia, as well as analgesia (pain relief) and immobility.
Prior to determining the most appropriate anesthetic plan, your anesthesiologist will attain a medical history and airway exam. The type of
anesthesia primarily depends upon the surgery being performed; however, your medical history may require modification of the type of anesthesia. Under certain circumstances, your preferences, as well as the
surgeon’s and anesthesiologist’s, may be accommodated. Prior to your
procedure, your anesthesiologist will discuss an anesthetic plan that is
best for you and provide informed consent, including risks and benefits.
The different types of anesthesia include:
—General anesthesia temporarily makes a person totally unconscious
and provides total amnesia, as well as varying levels of analgesia. The
induction of anesthesia typically begins with an injection of medicine
into the vein that gets the patient off to sleep within 1-2 minutes. Subsequently, an airway device is placed in the trachea or immediately above
the vocal cords to assist with the patient’s breathing. The patient is then
kept anesthetized by a carefully balanced combination of both inhaled
and intravenously injected drugs.
—Monitored anesthesia care (MAC) with sedation can reduce anxiety
and pain, provide partial or total amnesia, and variable degrees of awareness. Typically, medications are administered intravenously. The patient
remains breathing spontaneously and an airway device is not needed.
Supplemental oxygen is provided. I have often heard this referred to as
“twilight,” but I prefer not to describe what I do as something a teen
vampire movie is named after. I prefer to describe it as being comfortably
drowsy with little recollection of a patient’s time in the operating room.
—Regional anesthesia, which includes spinal anesthesia, epidural anesthesia and peripheral nerve blocks involving the arms or legs, eliminates pain following an injection of local anesthetic medication near large
groups of nerves to temporarily block pain signals from reaching the brain.
This is akin to flipping the pain switch to the “off” position. Regional
anesthesia can be used for surgery on selected regions of the body, either
alone or in combination with sedation or general anesthesia. For example,
with knee surgery your anesthesiologist might determine that a regional,
epidural, or spinal anesthesia may be beneficial.
Following surgery, your pain may be controlled with:
—Intravenous pain medications. There are a number of narcotic and
non-narcotic medications that can be directly administered into your IV.
Commonly, these medications can be administered through a pump called
the PCA (patient controlled analgesia) that can be activated by you at the
push of a button. The benefit of this technique is that they are often stronger and quicker in onset than oral medications.
—Pain medications administered by mouth. This will likely be used if
your pain is not very severe or after you are discharged home. They often
have a longer duration of action than IV medications.
—If you have regional anesthesia, a catheter (a small tube) may be left
in place for the administration of local anesthetics and/or narcotics which
will give you continuous pain relief after surgery.
As a physician, mother, friend, sister, daughter, and occasional patient
myself, I have been on both sides of the fence, and understand the myriad
of emotions that can surround surgery and anesthesia. Anesthesia providers have received several years of specialized training in order to provide
life-saving care when patients need it most. We keep patients stable and
safe by monitoring vital signs and body functions and intervene in case of
an emergency during anesthesia. I hope this helps you and yours with
respect to some insights into anesthesia when preparing for surgery.
Dr. Nina Radcliff is dedicated to her profession, her patients and her
community, at large. She is passionate about sharing truths for healthy,
balanced living as well as wise preventive health measures. She completed medical school and residency training at UCLA and has served on
the medical faculty at The University of Pennsylvania. She is a Board
Certified Anesthesiologist and a member of the American Society of Anesthesiologists where she serves on committees for Young Physicians and
Communications. Author of more than 200 textbook chapters, research
articles, medical opinions and reviews; she is often called upon by media
to speak on medical, fitness, nutrition, and healthy lifestyle topics impacting our lives, today.

DO YOU NEED AN EDITOR?
Have you been embarrassed lately when someone pointed
out to you that you misspelled a word in your report or maybe
had a whole sentence all messed up? Have you personally
felt that you could’ve done a much better job on that manuscript
but just didn’t have the time?
Why put off doing what you know you should have done before:
call in an editor! As a word-, sentence-, and document-doctor,
she will fix what needs fixing by adding a little of this or that,
and taking out what shouldn’t have been there in the first place.
Give yourself the luxury of looking your best in print!
Editor-at-your-service@gmail.com. 702-706-6875.

By Ron Pollack
Executive Director
Families USA
Medicare health coverage is
fairly comprehensive. But if you
need a lot of care, Medicare can
leave you with significant out-ofpocket costs. That’s why most
people have some kind of supplemental insurance to help cover the
costs that Medicare doesn’t. Choosing a supplemental plan that makes
sense for you is not always easy.
Here are some tips that will help.
What are the types of supplemental coverage?
About a third of people with
Medicare have supplemental insurance from a former employer. If you
are lucky enough to have this type
of coverage, it is probably your best
option. Be careful if you ever decide to drop it — you may not be
able to get it back.
People with low incomes may
qualify for their state’s Medicaid
program (and other related programs) that cover Medicare premiums and prescription drug costs.
If you don’t fall into these categories, you may want to consider
buying either a private Medicare
supplement plan (often called
“Medigap”) or a Medicare Advantage plan. Both options have advantages and disadvantages, and you
should do careful research before
selecting one or deciding to change
your current coverage.
What are Medigap plans?
Medigap plans work with original Medicare and pay costs that are
left over after Medicare has paid
what it covers. Depending on the
plan, they pay for some amount of
Medicare’s deductibles and co-insurance. They do not usually offer
additional services, so they will not
pay for an item or service that Medicare does not cover. For example,
they do not cover prescription
drugs, so most people with original
Medicare and a Medigap plan also
buy a Part D plan. Medigap plans
are sold by private insurance companies. These plans come in several
different categories, each designated by a letter: For example,
“Medigap Plan F.” Every plan with
the same letter must offer the same
benefits, so it is easy to compare
plans from different insurers. In
addition, these plans have to follow
state and federal rules.
What are Medicare Advantage
plans?
Medicare Advantage plans are
different from Medigap plans.

RON POLLACK

Medicare Advantage plans are run
by private insurers that contract
with Medicare to provide all Medicare benefits. Many of these plans
include prescription drug coverage,
and some plans also offer extra services that are not covered by traditional Medicare. Medicare Advantage plans usually have provider
networks that limit which doctors
and hospitals you can go to.
Medicare Advantage plans also
have rules about what you will have
to pay out of pocket that differ from
the rules for traditional Medicare.
Sometimes these rules are beneficial and can protect you from high
out-of-pocket costs. For example,
a Medicare Advantage plan may
have a low copayment for office
visits. But sometimes you may pay
more for a service if you have a
Medicare Advantage plan compared to traditional Medicare.
What factors should I consider
if I’m deciding between buying a
Medigap plan and a Medicare
Advantage plan?
There is no insurance that is right
for everyone. Here are some key
factors to consider:
—Medicare Advantage premiums may be more affordable than
Medigap premiums.
—Medigap may offer better protection against high out-of-pocket
costs (deductibles, copayments, and
co-insurance) than Medicare Advantage.

—Medicare Advantage plans
may offer extra services not covered
by Medicare.
—Medicare Advantage plans
can change what services they
cover every year. Medigap plans
usually do not change what they
cover, but they can, and do, raise
premiums.
—Medicare Advantage may
limit your choice of doctors to a
particular network and may require
you to get a referral from your primary care doctor to see a specialist. Medigap will not.
One key concern is that in many
states, Medigap premiums can increase as you get older. And if you
decide to drop your Medigap plan,
you may have to pay a much higher
premium to get that plan back in the
future—if you can get it back at all.
So be careful about making any
changes to your Medigap coverage.
When can I enroll?
Normally, you can enroll in a
Medicare Advantage plan only during Medicare’s annual open enrollment period, which runs from October 15 to December 7. Once you
pick a Medicare Advantage plan,
you must stick with it for the whole
year (unless you qualify for a special enrollment period).
Sign-up periods for Medigap
plans vary from state to state.
How can I get more information?
Anyone with Medicare can get
help from a local counselor through
their State Health Insurance Assistance Program (SHIP). Call 1-800MEDICARE and ask for a referral
to your local SHIP, or go to
www.Medicare.gov and click on
“Find someone to talk to.”
Families USA is the national
organization for health care consumers. We have advocated for universal, affordable, quality health
care since 1982. Ron Pollack is the
Executive Director of Families
USA.
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QUICK GETAWAYS

The Serendipity Ranch B&B offers a tranquil setting
By Sandy Zimmerman
Las Vegas Tribune
Photos by Sandy Zimmerman
Serendipity offers their B&B
accommodations in a ranch setting.
With acres of trees and flowers,
guests walk around engrossed in the
beauty of nature.
Relax or take a tour of the property. It is up to you. Nina and her
husband Bill Foster enjoy taking
their guests to the stable to see the
llamas, mini-horses and goats. This
is all part of the “ranch experience.“
Because all of the animals are
tame, the guests can touch and feed
them. Nina explained, “We socialized the animal and they love
people.”
The couple grow vegetables in
two gardens and serve them during
breakfast.
This is real farm-to-table dining.
Just a few steps from the house,
one of the main focal points of the
property is the large pond. The pond
could be used as a movie set. The
pond measures 75-ft.x100-ft. with
a depth of three feet and is stocked
with more than 400 Koi fish. The
Koi eat out of the guest’s hands.
Birds usually fly around the
pond, gazebo, English garden and
wooden bridge.
Nina discussed their location.
“Oak Glen is in the mountains and
we see many critters and creatures
from a chipmunk to a 500 pound
bear. Last week two bears went

through our property. They are going to the orchards and restaurant

Serendipity Ranch B&B, Oak Glen, California
dumpsters.”
cities, Oak Glen is like being in
Just a short distance from the another world.

The pond measures 75 ft. x 100 ft. with a 3-foot depth and is stocked with more than 400 Koi fish. The Koi eat out of the guest’s hands.

Nina Foster is feeding their miniature horses.

Guests are surprised to find so
much to do in Oak Glen. There is
dinner shows, revolutionary war reenactments, pick-your-own apples,
traditional cooking lessons, contra
dances, gospel nights, Pioneer Living Adventures Gold Rush Adventures, as well as apple cider and
apple tasting.
Oak Glen offers four seasons of
fun. Nina claims Oak Glen’s fall
colors are as bright as those in New
England.
The village of Oak Glen is in the
San Bernardino Mountains with a
population of only 300 yet they attract 1,000’s throughout the year.
Oak Glen is ninety-minutes from
Los Angeles, around two hours
from San Diego and three-hours
from Las Vegas. Great for a weekend or a few nights, there are activities for everyone.
For information about Serendipity Ranch B&B, directions or questions about Oak Glen, call Nina and
Bill Foster at (909) 797-0253.
The Serendipity Ranch B&B is
located at 11520 Green Lane, Oak
Glen, California. For more information
visit
the
websites:
www.serendipityranch.net and
www.oakglen.com.
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